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FOREWORD

This study is the fourth in a series prepared by the
Office of Air Force History concerning logistics support of
the air war in Southeast Asia. As in the case of the
preceding works, its purpose is not to describe Air Force
Iogistic support as such. Rather, it is to point up some of
the problems dealt with and plans formulated by the air
logistic staff in the period January lg68 through December 1969.
The series also includes the following titles: USAF
Logistic Plans and Policies in Southeast Asia, Igfb;-ry
L9S!19 Plans and Policies in Southeast Asi", 1966- ;a-uS+ti
Blans aru! Policies: Qg!g!1g. and Base construction in souttreast
Asia, 1967. In addition, the Office of Air Force History has
issued nlne other studies dealing with various aspects of Air
Force participation in southeast Asia. Among the latter tiiles
are: The Air Force in Vietnam: The Search for Militarv
Alternatives, 1967; usAF Plans and policies: R&D for southeast
EG@,an-atlre-@ ForA in South;;;f Asia: The Adminisiration Bmphasiles Fr E-wer, q

frot*ln1r.*l^',*
ROBERT N.
GINSBURGH

Major General, USAF
Chief, Office of Air Force Historv
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STATUS OF THE LOGISTIC POSTURE IN SEA

(U) During the 1968-1969 time frame, Air Force logistic
planning for Southeast Asia (SEA) changed sharply in complexion.
Previously, planning had centered on providing a logistic base
capable of supporting the massive buildup of Air Force units in
SEA. By the start of 1g68, however, most of the logistic support
problems that had been the inevitable concomitant of the rapid
buildup in SEA were well in hand. permanent type field maintenance facilities comparable to those in the united States had been
established at all 17 main bases where major USAF tactical units
were stationed. The lay-in of supplies and equipment had levelled
off. supply accounts had been automated at all but two bases, and
standard operating procedures had replaced the emergency measures of earlier years. Although a few problems remained,
primarily in the area of supply, a normal logistic pipeline capable
of supporting an air war of virtually indefinite duration had been
established and was functioning smoothly. r
The Logistic Challenge

(U) With the main elements of a responsive logistic support
base operative in SEA, the attention of Air Force logistic planners
turned from buildup problems to challenges of a different nature.
In large part, these stemmed from the two-fold objective of reducing u. s. involvement in the war and cutting military spending.
Growing domestic pressure to disengage U. S. forces from SEA
and the consequent search for a means to that end touched off a
series of policy reappraisals which began in early 1968 and
continued throughout most of the next two years. In the course of
these reappraisals, every conceivable combination of military,
political, and negotiating strategy was weighed--and several were
tried--ranging from greatly increased military pressure to withdrawal of all U. S. and allied forces within six months.2
HThesereassessments,byca11ingintoquestionthe

premises on which force planning was originally based, introduced an element of uncertainty that enorrnously complicated
planning for effective logistic support of the war. As Mr. Paul
H. Nitze, Deputy Secretary of Defense, observed in mid-May
1968, nothing was firm. Uncertainties existed concerning the

2

nature of the future threat; the size and mix of future u' s' forces
in SEA; and the ultimate cost of maintaining the U' S' posture and
commitments in sEA. There might be a continuing requirement no
for
for substantial U. S. forces, for only a few forces' or evensustain
to
forces. Those needed to launch a successful 0ffensive' equally
a defensive posture, or to bring the war to an end were ability
unknown. Above all, the outcome of the war and the U' S'
to conclude it on favorable terms were in doubt. Given these uncertainties, a realistic planning basis was totally lacking''

(U)Thedilemmacreatedbylackofafirmplanningplatform

was intensified by sharp fluctuations in the level of air activity as
military pressure was alternately increased and relaxed in an
effort to induce the start of peace negotiations. Corresponding
variations occurred in the posture of U' S' forces' Supporting
force and activity levels that were constantly changing presentedthem'
difficult if not unfamiliar managerial problems.4 compoundingbudget
and underlying all others, werq those created by successive
reductions, which disrupted orderly planning throughout the entire
spectrum of production, maintenance, and supply support'

(u) Difficulties in preparing the Fiscal Year 1970 budget exempririeJttn" i-p"ct of increasingly severe fiscal constraints' under
was
ihe original guidance for preparing that budget' the Air Force
would
1968
in
directed to assume that the forces aeployed in sEA
remain for an indefinite time. It was also to assume that operational activity would decline by about 20 percent from the levelsair
sustained during post-Tet operations. Rather than decreasing'
to
operations continued at the same and even higher rates. Funds
support those operations were reduced, however' by amounts
from lO to 20 percent.5 By the spring of 1969' when the
"trrgirrg
budget was finally presented to congress, further cuts had been
by
made. These were followed in the summer and fall of 1969
those ordered under Project ?03, an administration effort to trim
was to come
$3 billion from the defense budget, $1 billion,of whichmillion was
from Air Force funds. Of this' approximately $300
scheduled to be cut in the munitions budget alone.

tl
Air Force
the
levels'
(U) To stay within the lower funding
to 15' 000 a
000
20'
had to reduce tactical air sorties in SEA from
month, for a savings of $?1. B million in total obligating authority
(TDA) for munitions; and B-52 Arc Light sorties from 1' 600 to 6
l,400 a month, for a further munitions savings of $216 million'

t*.ru
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(U) b: the final analysis, then, the challenge facing Air Staff
logisticians in the 1968-69 period was to support forces of unknown size over a period of unknown duration at activity levels of

unknown and frequently changing magnitude, given budget resources

that were rapidly shrinking.

Supply Effectiveness

(U) One measure of how well the challenge was met could be
found in the supply effectiveness rates of Air Force units in SEA.
During 1968-69, air combat activity rose to record highs with USAF
aircraft flying more than 1,000, 000 sorties in 1968 (an increase of
about IB percent over 196?) and another 900,000 in f969.7 Despite
comespondingly heavy demands on the supply system, and notwithstanding the arrival of additional aircraft--including several for
which no previous operational experience existed--the overall SEA
NORS (Not Operationally Ready for Supply) rate exceeded 3 percent
only twice in the entire 2-year period. d

(U) These rates--the lowest in Air Force history--were the
more remarkable in view of the variety of aircraft supported.
Among the nearly 1,800 USAF aircraft in SEA at the end of 1968
were some three dozen different types.9 M"r,y luere nonstandar:d
configurations representing models which had been modified to
perform special missions, such as transports which had been converted into gunships and flareships (C-4?rs, C-119's, and C-130rs)
and fighters that had been reconfigured as ECM (Electronic
Counter Measures) planes. Many others were aircraft that had
been reclaimed from storage, rehabilitated, and put back into
servic-e long after equipment and supply production lines had closed
down. ru Inevitably, NORS rates for individual aircraft fluctuated,
occasionally surpassing the overall norm.11 In general, however,
such supply problems as arose were temporary in nature and not
the result of prolonged deficiencies. This was true even in the
case of the AC-130 gunships deployed in late 1968 and early 1969,
which had to be supplied directly from the manufacturer until a
normal resupply pipeline could be developed.12
(U) The only exception- -and from a supply standpoint the
problem of greatest continuing concern--was the large quantities of
surplus assets which had accumulated at bases in SEA. These
excesses were the direct consequence--and almost inevitable
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byproduct--of the rapid buildup of forces in 1965 and thereafter.
During the initial buildup stages, enormous amounts of materiel
had to be furnished by the fastest possible means. To accomplish this, the Air Force resorted to several emergency programs,
and to automatic or "pushrr shipments, for laying in supplies and
eeuipmenf.13 In manSr cases, planning factors used to provide
initial support {tems did not correspond with actual consumptio,n
rates. Assets that were not used accordingly became excess.14
The deployment of combat units with mobility support packages
containing equipment which duplicated that already provided by
other means also generated excesses' as did changes in mission
or operational concepts and failure to use aircraft to the extent
provided for in logistic planning.15

(u) Lack of control over the movement of supplies into the
theater was another major cause of surplus assets. There were
not enough supply personnel authorized to receive and control the
huge volume of supplies moved into the theater in 1965-66, and
as a result the depots became inundated. Many urgently required
assets were therefore placed into immediate use, disregarding
the normal receiving, accounting, and issuing procedures.16 The
rotation of supply personnel, use of manual supply procedures
""piO
in the initial buildup stages, and lack of a-dequate warehousing
further contributed to the mounting chaos.17
(U) The accumulation of huge quantities of excesses in SEA
began to coneern Air Staff supply officials as early as January
1966.18 At about the same time, Headquarters Pacific Air Forces
(PACAF), becoming equally concerned, directed its base materiel
managers to purify base supply accounts and institute normal
supply operations. Personnel shortages, however, delayed positive action until the following year.19 The first concrete step was
taken in March 196? when PACAF established the PACAF Equipment Redistribution Center (PERC) at Don Muang Royal Thai Air
Force Base (RTAFB), Thailand, for the purpose of identifying
zu
and redistributing base-funded excesses throughout PACAF.

(u) Although some progress was made in eliminating surplus
assets, in November 196? Gen. Thomas P. Gerrity, Commander'
Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) singled out the status of
supply accounts as the "most serious logistic problem of the entire
war. " General Gerrity accordingly called for an inventory of.. all
supplies in SEA to detlrmine "wf,at we have and where it is. "

U1{CLASSIFIED
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He then ordered a redistribution of excess items to other areas in
the Air Force where they were needed. 21

,

(u)' PACAF meanwhile had initiated, in mid-october 196?,

a

command-wide eqrripment redistribution program, nicknamed
"Commando Ripett (Redistribution of IdIe programmed Equipment).
It was established to identify and redistribute all reparable equipment not needed at SEA bases. Under this program, assets
worth more than $40 million were redistributed by mid-April 1968,
when it came to an end. An additional savings of $5.3 million was
realized in reconciled depot and base requisitions.22

(u) commando Ripe was the first of several projects which
PACAF undertook' partly in conjunction with AFLC, to purge base
suppry accounts of excess assets. similar work continued throughout 1968 and 1969, gaining additional impetus from plans for the
possible withdrawal of u. s. forces from sEA. Notable in connection with this effort was the option given pAcAF at the start of
the buildup not to maintain equipment and supply accountability.
The command had elected to do so, however, with the result that
equipment accountability was maintained in a combat environment
for the first time in U. S. military history. 23 The wisdom of this
decision proved itself many times over, becoming particularly
apparent in the program to dispose of surplus assets. By the end
of 1969, PACAF had identified and reported for disposal excess
equipment valued at some $?b. r million. In addition, it had redistributed property valued at g191. B million. 24
(U) Paralle1ing the program pioneered by pACAF was a
similar one which the Department of Defense (DoD) established in
late November 196? following a visit to south vietnam by Mr.
Thomas D. Morris, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations
and Logistics. On his return, Secretary Morris called for an
aggressive attack on the problem, first because excesses directly
inhibited supply effectiveness by causing congestion and frustration,

and second, because delay in identifying and redistributing assets
undercut potential savings in new procurement. vietnam was
already being called an "Auditorrs paradise,tt he warned, adding:
t'No more fruitful
area for headrine hunting exists than in the

area of excesses.

"2b

(u) Acting on this recommendation, Defense secretary Robert
s. McNamara directed the immediate redistribution of excesses

ut{crAssrFrEtI
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in Vietnam. In so doing, Mr. McNamara observed that the
aftermath of past conflicts had invariably been the accumulation
of huge surpluses which, because of deterioration and obsolescence,
had little salvage value. To insure that this did not happen in
Vietnam, and to avoid the t'inefficiencies and waste experienced in
the past, t' he designated the Secretary of the Army to serve as
DOD Executive Agent for a program named Project PURE (Prompt
Utilization and Redistribution of Excess), which was to identify the
excess materiel of all services in SEA and make it available for
redistribution. At the same time, he directed CINCPAC (Commander in Chief, Pacific Command) to establish a special agency,
to be known as PURA (Pacific utilization and Redistribution
Agency) to^supervise the redistribution or disposal of excess
materiel. Zb These programs, to which the Air Force effort became linked, were unique in the history of U. S. warfare in
representing the first time positive steps were taken to retrieve
surpluses from a combat area while fighting was sti1l going on.27
(U) As was evident from the ]ow NORS rates of Air Force
units in SEA, the excesses did not significantly interfere with USAF
support of the war. The high effectiveness of the USAF supply
system--which was put to the test of supporting sustained cornbat
operations for the first time during the Vietnamese conflict--was
confirmed by a steady decline in NORS rates between 1967 and 1969.
These reached a low of 2.4 percent in January 1969, and rose but
gradually throughout the first ? months of 1969.28 (S"" Figure 1. )
Maintenance Effectiveness

(U) The record for aircraft maintenance gave further evidence
of the effectiveness of SEA logistic support in the 1968-69 period.

Even though maintenance workloads were the highest ever experienced on a protracted basis, and notwithstanding severe shortages
of skilled maintenance personnel, aircraft NORM (Not Operationally
Ready for Maintenance) rates generally remained well within the
Air Force standar d of 24 percent throughout the 2-year period. 29
These rates were sustained despite flying hour programs that were
two to three times the normal, the highest aircraft utilization
rates in Air Force history, and a variety of adverse conditions'
including prolonged combat usage, battle damage, structural failures, exposure to environmental hazards, and the advancing age of

aircraft.

30
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As in the case of NORS i'ates, NORM rates for
individual aircraft varied from month to month. In October 1969,
for example, the NoRM rate for B-52ts rose to 54.6 percent. In
the same month, NORM rates for five other aircraft also exceeded
the standard, ranging from 25.2 percent for the c-130 to 32.4
percent for the C-12I. In no case, however, were aircraft unable
to accomplish their programmed operational missions' 3l

fif||

I

I

(u) Prolonged combat use of aging aircraft had begun to
exact a severe toll, however, and in 1968-69 the penalties were
becoming increasingly apparent. Many of the aircraft supporting
the war had already seen lengthy service. Indeed, 56 percent in
the active Ai r Force inventory were at least 9 years old, including
?6 percent of the USAFts attack aircraft, ?4 percent of its bombers'
48 percent of its fighters, and 59 percent of its transports.32 To
keep these aircraft hying, it had been necessary to extend their safe
service lives, resulting in accelerated fatigue failures and wear-out
rates. 33 Moreover, as noted earlier, many in use in SEA had been
reclaimed from storage and converted to perform missions never
envisioned in their original design. 34
(U) The advancing age of aircraft, usage beyond theif

design
conditio
life, stresses imposed during combat, rigorous operating
and crash and battle damage were among factors that contributed
structural problems that surfaced during 1968-69. These problems
created heavv unscheduled maintenance workloads, and in a growing
number of cases, necessitated extensive aircraft rehabilitation programs to correct weaknesses that threatened standdown of major
portions of the fleet. 35 Sooner or later, virtually all of the airtraft that had proved most effective in prosecuting the war, including
the F-4, F-100, F-105, c-130, and B-52, were, to some extent or
other, afflicted with structural problems.

(u) one of the first to show fatigue symptoms v/as the c-130
transport--the so-calIed "workhorse" of the tactical airlift fleet'
This aircraft, which was already 10 years old at the time it began
major operations in Vietnam, was Subjected to a combination of
stresses which included prolonged usage at high aircraft utilization
rates, continuous short field landings, takeoffs on rough, debrisstrewn runways, high gross operating weights, and numerous
short-duration sorties.36 By 196?, fatigue cracks had appeared in
both the upper and lower surfaces of the center wing sections'

limiting the operational availability of the entire c-130 fleet.
Although temporary repairs were made in the field, it subsequently
became necessary to replace the center wing box beam in all
c-130E}/E aircraft. This required recycling the entire force of
some 400 aircraft, at the Lockheed plant in Marietta, Georgia, to
complete repairs that took 30 days per aircraft and cost $lB?,000
each. work began in November 1968 and was scheduled for completion in the summer of 19?1 at an estimated total cost ot $74.7
million.37

(U) Another aircraft equally vital to the effective prosecution
of the war, the F-I00 fighter bomber, also developed cracks in
the wing center box section. Nearly 900, including 342 tssigned
to PAcAF, needed fixing. In the case of the F-100, however, it
proved possible to make corrections in the field using maintenance
teams furnished by AFLC. Repairs to the wing center section
were completed on schedule in August 1969. By then, however,
other cracks had been found. To mend these, the lower skins of
the wing center section had to be replaced on all aircraft before
they reached 4'000 hours flying time. More than 600 F-I00rs
required this modification, which was also perfo.,rmed in the field
by AFLC maintenance teams.40 work progressed satisfactorily
but was still under way at the end of 1969.

a"d

The operational availability of major portions of the
tactical force was also limited by wing spar cap failures, which
affected A-1, A-BZ, T-BZ, F-10b, and C-I24 aircraft. An example
of problems in this area was provided by the A-I skyraider, a
Ilany aircraft reconfigured for Air Force use which began entering
the USAF inventory in 1964. The first failure occurred in October
1968 at Eglin AFB, FIa., where a modification program was in
progress to extend the safe service life of the aircraft.4l This
incident caused AFLC to ground all A-lts with more than 6, b00
hours flying time and to restrict the operations of those with more
than 3' 500 hours pending completion of structural modifications.
Although none of PACAF's B0 A-l's and none of the 68 possessed
by the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) were grounded, most were
subject to flight restrictions,42

3:)

Repairs were still under way when AFLC discovered
In
that 15 A-1ts assigned to pACAF and 84 belonging to the VNAF
had little or no wing spar life remaining. These aircraft would
therefore either have to be phased out or undergo major

10

modification. As all A-Irs were essential to tJre effort in SEA'
the Air Staff directed AFLC to fix them as quickly as possible'
By April 1969 it had become apparent that the number requiring
modification would be significantly greater than originally envisioned
43
since, by then many other A-1ts had exhausted their fatigue life'
The Sacramento Air Materiel Area (SMAMA) accordingly established
new flight restrictions. At the same time, it formulated a program
to replace the spar caps in 166 A-lts--a modification that was
expected to increase the safe life of wings by 3,000 hours at a
total cost of $?.5 million.44
5Inthemeantime,crackscq.rtinuedtoappearevenin
aircraft being operated under the new flight restrictions (3' 5"Gt's)'
In consequence, during the Project ?03 budget exercise of september
1969, AFLC suggested phasing out the A-1 force altogether' The
Air Staff was s-)rmpatheiic to this proposal, but since all available
A-l's were needed for the warrs duration, it had no choice but to
proceed with the modifications. The program to replace fatiguedamaged lower wing spar caps in PACAF and VNAF aircraft was
scheduled to start in February 19?0 and was due for
"""ordingly
completion in May 19?1.45
9Severecrackswerea1sofoundinthewingsparcaps
of the A-3?A Forward Air Control (FAC) fleet at Bien Hqa Air ,
Base, South Vietnam. In this instance, however' PACAF was
forced to ground all 20 aircraft comprising the force.46 As the
defects proved too extensive to be coffected by straps, spar caps
had to be replaced on both the upper and lower wings' This work
was perfor-Ld on site by a team of 3? AFLC technicians, who
besan work at Bien Hoa in February, finishing in record time in
vrJr"rt.a? Due to the severe flight and taxi loads placed on A-3?rs
operating in sEA, however, the safe service life of the aircraft
was extended by only 1,000 hours.48 In view of this, AFLC proposed the immediate phaseout of all A-3?'s' To support this
it argued that the Air Force was attempting to
"""o--.ndation,
maintain a modified and aging training aircraft of unknown service
of about $5 million
life in a combat environment and that a sayi^ngs
aY
The Air Staff was
would be realized from its early phaseout.
forced to veto this proposal since replacement aircraft yer-e nqf
available. It agreed, however, that when the aircraft's sale servlce
life was exhausted the force would be phased out. At current flying
rates, this meant the su'mmer of 19?0.50

5
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(u) whereas prolonged usage and age were the primary
factors causing structurar failures in the c-180, F-I00, A-r, and
A-3?, environmental conditions in sEA triggered other problems.
Even the newest aircraft in the usAF inventory were not immune
to the harsh environment, as became apparent in 1968 when the
potting compound used to insulate electrical connections in F-4
aircraft reverted from a solid to liquid state, causing the compound to lose its insulating properties and the structure of electrical components to be weakened. Though use of an inferior
potting compound was the principal reason, the humidity and high
temperatures in vietnam accererated deterioration.5l
The problem initially affected 200 F/np-ac airFl
craft in sEA' 55 of which had to be grounded. Depot teams pro-

vided by AFLC and contract personnel began repottins ?00
connectors in each aircraft in Novemuer tgog. 52 wit"tr auout 4,000
manhours required per aircraft, the F-4 potting compound reversion
problem turned into what maintenance engin""*" terrned a ttbackbreaker of unprogrammed depot workloadi.ttb3

(u) This problem

was only the first of several experienced
in the F-4--and merely one of the myriad affecting aircraft in
sEA. Between 1966 and the end of 1968, more ttran
billion
was spent orr modification programs solely in support$t.I
of sEA
operatiens. S4 concurrently, frogr"-rned and unprogrammed depor
level maintenance workloads were, of course, greatly increased.
In fiscal year 1968, for example, some 120.7 million manhours
were expended for depot level maintenance support. In fiscal year

1969, the workload rose to a total of l2B. g mitlion direct manhours
55
expended.

(u) Ironically, all of the problems afflicting aircraft in sEA
came at a time when the maintenance capabilities of Air Force

depots were feeling the pinch of shrinking budgets most severely.
one result was massive manpower cuts which drastically limited
AFLCTs maintenance resources. In fiscal year 1968, the AFLC
manpower program was underfunded by almost Z,S0O man years.
This situation grew worse during fiscal years 1969-?0 when another

6,400 maintenance spaces were lost.

56

(u) These cuts forced AFLC to rely increasingly on contractor support. In fiscal year 1g69, less than b0 percent of the

depot maintenance was done in-house, the remainder on contract.
To stay within existing budgets and manpower ceilings, maintenance

T2

also had to be deferred whenever possible. As of October 1968,
AFLCIs deferred depot maintenance workload amounted to more
than $285 million. By August 1969, the deficit increased to
it view of
$363.64 million and was expected to grow stil1 largg5
r
c
the further budget and manpower cuts then pending.

(u) since the depot maintenance requirements of major commands were funded on a priority basis, the bulk of the deferrals
occurred in mission support areas and in non-SEA operations. As
support and administrative aircraft had been among the chief
victims, their condition was a matter of growing anxiety. Dd Of
possibly even greater concern to Air Staff planners wls the almost
total deferral of force modernization programs, which'had irtplications for future capabilities of the USAF. Even programs providing for the normal replacement of equipment due to age and
condition had been repeatedly postponed' however.59

(u) Thus, even though worldwide supply and maintenance
rates had generally remained within satisfactory limits' 60 the
necessity to finance the war from existing budgets without a
corcesponding increase in fiscal resources, coupled with the overriding operational priorities assigned to forces in SEA, resulted in
less than optimum support and, in some cases, lowered operational
readiness rates for USAF forces stationed elsewhere in the world.6l
(U) To minimize the impact of SEA support on non-SEA units,

procurement programs were stretched out and incrementally funded-despite the fact that this practice often resulted in greater costs in
the long run. Depot stocks were reduced to zeto and base stocks
by 20 percent. Engine modernization programs were halted.
Storage aircraft were cannibalized. The rebuilding of War Materiel'
Readiness (WRM) stocks, which had been drawn down in the early
stages of the war, was almost totally suspended. In short, to a
large extent, the high level of support provided forces in SEA was
achieved at the expense of other Air Force commands and to the
programs. As one member
detriment of other major projects and t'SEA
support has been and
of'the air logistics staff summed up,
improvising' and at
great
of
deal
a
by
be
maintained
continues to
the sacrifice of badly needed support in other areas. " oz
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AIR MUNITIONS

(u) of the various logistic problems arising from support of
the air war in 1968-69, few, if any, exceeded the complexity of
those associated with munitions planning. since munitions formed
the sinews of war, requirements for them were not only tied to,
but they directly reflected the operations they were designed to
support. Indeed, nowhere was the course of the conflict mirrored
more clearly than in the changing needs for air munitions. As
these varied with alterations in the tempo and direction of operations, as well as with changes in sortie rates and force posture,
Air staff planners found themselves perpetually adjusting ordnance
production rates to match anticipated demand. This process was
complicated by the need to contract for munitions well in advance,
and by DoD production limitations imposed to avoid accumulating
large quantities of stocks that would become surplus when the war
ended. r Budget reductions and the necessity to employ incremental
funding procedures posed further complications.
Munition Requirements
The tortuous nature of munitions planning was
tEA)
implicit in the many revisions made in the tonnages allocated to
the Air Force in sEA in the 1968-69 period. During 1968, monthly
allocations rose from approximately ob, 300 tons in March to I02,000
tons in December. The trend continued in the opening months of
1969 but thereafter was sharply reversed. By the end of lg6g the
Air Force allocation had dropped to ?8, 600 tons a month. (See

Figures 2 and

3.

)

The first change occurred in early January 1968
tF
when the Air Force allocation was raised to 72,b00 tons to accommodate an increase in the sAc B-sz Arc Light sortie rate from
800 to l' 200 a month. 2 g revised munitions allocation plan was
no sooner issued than another increase was approved in the B-52
Arc Light sortie rate, raising it to l,800 a month. The Air
Force allocation was accordingly altered in late April to cover an
estimated monthly expenditure of 94,4oo tons through 30 June 1968.3

IE)

CINCPACfs

As the tempo of combat operations increased,
air munition requirements--and with them Air Force
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allocations--rose steadily in the summer and fall. Thus, in July
1968, following arrival of the additional tactical air forces deployed
in the aftermath of the Tet offensive, CINCPAC raised his monthly
air munitions requirement to 135' 000 tons to support approximately
3?,000 combat sorties, including 1,800 Arc Light sorties. ''' Under
this revision, monthly Air Force expenditures were expected to
of more than
reach 99,339 tons in ihe last half of l968--an increase
4
9, 000 tons over the April projections for that period'

:;llu'i,1";';3,lil?;i:'J'1""';:'"','
,n",,#"""lil'1"'rTffi l:il,"rf;5 These
requirements were again

to 152,000 tons as of August 1968.
time CINCPAC
revised sharply upwards in early December, at which
6
*""
A"
asked for an all-time high of lB2,000 tons a month.
obvious from this revision, the total halt in the bombing of North
Vietnam, begun in early Novemberi naa in no way diminished
CINCPAC's munition requirements. Rather, as the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (Jcs) pointed out, the bombing halt had merely shifted the
geographical location of targets from North Vietnam to Laos. In
fact, mor€ than three-fourths of the sorties previously flown over
North Vietnam had been redirected to interdict North Vietnamese
supply routes in Laos as part of a massive interdiction campaign
t nowtt as "Commando Hunt. " Therefore, even though the need for
certain types of munitions, such as heawy bombs, had decreased'
overall tonnage requirements were substantially greater than beforeJ

GUptothatpoint,theofficeoftheSecretaryof

Defens-e (OSD) had supported CINCPACts requests, and in the course
of 1968 had approved a series of production increases which pro-

gressively raised average monthly output from 96,?60 tons in March
io iust under 104,000 tons in october to meet projected Air Force
,r.uO". B WhiI" this stilI left a deficit between planned production and
forecast consumption, the Air Staff assumed--optimistically^v as it
turned out--that further production increases would follow.

xThe CINCPAC allocations included not only the tonnages for
the Air Force indicated in Figures 2 and 3 but also those of the
Navy and Marine Corps.
*A partial halt in the bombing of North Vietnam commenced
previous
spring incident to President Johnsonrs announcement
the
of 3I March 196B that bombing above the 20th paraIlel would cease'

L7

Pressure to slow down military spending had been
rFl
mounting, however, and by December air munition budgets had
undergone the first of several cuts that were to sharply limit Air
Force ability to support operational requirements. The initial
reduction was relatively minor ($27.4 million, primarily in training items), but the second--ordered under prograrn Budget
Decision (PBD) 177 on lg December--eliminated the far more substantial sum of $427.7 million, $30.1 million of which was for
air ordnance for sEA. (The remaining $442.6 million represe-rted
a cut in the development and production of new munitions. ) This
reduced the Air Force budget to $1, 6b1. s million, 91,446. 0 million
of which was for sEA support.l0 Air Force protesp were,aprgely
in vain, as became evident when an additional $265 million was
eliminated under a subsequent budget decision, pBD 4?1. 11
The net effect of these actions was to reduce the
Gl
Air Force's fiscal year lg?0 munition budget from the $2, BZb.1 million
requested originally in september 1968 to gI, 610. 4 million as of
January 1969. Planned munitions procurement was simultaneously
cut from I,326,000 to 1,07b,000 tons. The lower procurement
would support expenditures at a rate of only gl, 200 *on" pqg month,
compared to the previously planned rate of 104,800 tons. But
- even the new rate could only be sustained by drawing approximately
30, 300 tons per month from existing inventories.12

GInviewofthegapbetweenprogrammedproduction

and projected consumption, the JCS deferred approval of cINCpAc's
December request pending results of a munition planning conference
scheduled for early Febmary 1969.13 Based on decisions reached
at that conference, CINCPAC subsequently scaled down his request
from 182' 000 to I45' 000 tons per month, of which 90,000 tons
were to support tactical air requirements. *14

A significant deficit, nevertheless, still existed
l=-l
between anticipated ordnance consumption and planned munitions
production. Under the most recent schedules, total Department of
Dgfense production was expected to provide approximately
{'As against the planning factor of 1.96 tons p{ sortt used
in loading aircraft for bombing operations over North Vietnam,
the new tactical air munition requirements were based on a loading factor of. 2.15 tons per sortie.

t''i{F
1B

129,000 tons per month through calendar year (CY) 1969, decreasing
to approximately 113,500 tons per month (89, 900 for the Air Force)
in 19?0. Since this would not even sustain current operations in
SEA, let alone allow for replenishing munition stocks elsewhere in
the world, Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, Chairman of the JCS, ordered
a survey to determine future trends in tactical air and B-52 operations in SEA, the stahrs of munition stocks outside the theater,
and the capabilities of current production and funding programs to
meet requirements.lS

As part of this surv€fr CINCPAC was to estimate
fll
monthly tactical air sortie and air munition requirements through
June l9?0. In developing estimates, he was to assume that Arc
Light sorties would continue at the rate of l, 800 per. month; that
tactical air forces would remain at the current deplolment {evel;
and that the tempo of operations would continue at approximately
the same rate and within the same geographical limitations
currently in effect.16

flNotsurprising1y'giventheseassumptions,CINCPAC

replied that the magnitude of the total SEA effort would remain
relatively unchanged through mid-1970. Tactical air sorties were
expected to average 43,000 per month, while monthly air munition
expenditures would approximate 145,000 tons through the remainder
of 1969.1? The Joint Chiefs accordingly informed Sdcretaryfof
Defense Melvin R. Laird in early March 1969 that during the next
15 months total sortie and air munition requirements would not
vary significantly from recent experience. Between March and
December 196B, expenditures had averaged approximately 125,000
tons a month. In January 1969, however, consumption rose to
nearly 140,000 tonsr due mostly to the demands of accelerated
Commando Hunt operations. Since any reduction from the January
levels would seriously impair the interdiction effort iin Lae$, the
JCS held that tactical air and B-52 sorties, hence air munition
expenditures, should be based on that level. If consumption continued at the January rate, however, either production would have
to be increased or a drawdown in the worldwide munitions inventory
could not be avoided. lB

The Joint Chiefs reiterated the importance of mainCIf
taining the current level of B-52 and tactical air sorties, as well
as the need to increase production. In early April 1969 they

l9

presented CINCPACTs revised (February) 1969 air munition requirements for Secretary Lairdts approvat.19 Several weeks later, the
Joint chiefs again stressed the need to continue Arc Light sorties
at the rate of 1,800 a month, 20 reaffirming a position they had
taken ever since the preceding December when the outgoing Deputy
Defense secretary, Mr. Nitze, ordered a reduction in the number
flown to a maximum of 1,600 per month. Under Mr. Nitzers
directive, any combination of sortie rates would be permitted so
long as the monthly average flown did not exceed t, 6OO. 21

MAcv strongly protested this directive, arguing
G,
that a reduction in B-52 sorties could not be justified i4 view qf
the need to strike enemy base areas and to protect u. s: forcel
from the enemy buildup. If anything, the demand had increased,
due to commando Hunt operations. 22 Based on the views of the
field commanders, the JCS recommended retaining the rate of
l,800 a month through 30 June 1g?0 unless major changes occurred
in the strategic or tactical sifuation to permit a reduction. 23
A key consideration underlying the B-52 sortie
flal
rate question was the high cost of munitions. The whole issue,
which was prolonged over a number of months, was in fact
directly tied to the administrationrs desire to cut the cost of the
war. Reducing B-52 sorties by 200 a month was expecfed to save
about $103. 6 million each month, $b3.4 million of which represented the cost of munitiorr". 24 The munitions budget had meanwhile been cut to the point where it could only sustain 1,600 Arc
Light sorties monthly. Therefore, several budgetary agtions .would be needed if osD approved continuing the I,800 sortie ?dte.
Specifically, $36 million in fiscal year 1969 funds and g2? million
in fiscal year lg70 funds that were currenily earmarked to sustain munitions production beyond June 1g?0 would have to be
reprogrammed. These funds would then have to be replaced by a
fiscal year 19?0 supplemental appropriation. In addition, General
Mcconnell told the Joint chiefs of staff, operational and maintenance support would have to be funded by borrowing
$0m.._ot!er
fiscal year 19?0 resources.2S
In view of the militaryts opposition to reducing
IFI
B-52 sorties, secretary Laird offered a choice between maintaining the current rate and accepting a cut of $100 million in the
tactical air effort, or maintaining the cument level of tactical air
sorties and reducing the B-bz rate to 1, 600 a month. 26 cINcpAc

20

prderred neither alternative. Of the two, however, the "least
tt3ectionable" was to reduce Arc Light sorties to 1,600 a month.2?
The Joint Chiefs accordingly advised Mr. Laird on 27 June that
keeping both
the combat situation in Vietnam and Laos required ttas
a matter of
tactical air and Arc Light efforts at current rates
military prudence. " Since it would be militarily inadvisable to
reduce either one, both should be retained at their current levels.
However, if budgetary constraints forced acceptance of one alternative or the other, reducing the Arc Light sortie rate would be the
least undesirable course. 28
l.l
5Whi1etheArcLightsortieratewasbeingdebated'
in mid-March 1969 CINCPAC revised his December 1968 munition
allocation plan to reflect an increase in Air Force ordnance consumption to 109,?30 tons per month through the end of 1969--3'813
tons over the December projection. Under the new p1an, PACAFIs
alloeation was increased by 4,490 tons to 52'079 tons per month.
SAC|s allocation, however, was decreased by 1,082 tons to an
average of 51, 444 tons a month, reflecting a decision to provide a
proportionately greater share of the production-limited qVI-117 ald
MK-82 general purpose bombs to PACAF. A few days earlier'
the Office of the Secretary of Defense published a new air munition
production schedule, the net effect of which was to increase production to an average of 100, 444 tons a month for the period March
through December 1969. This represented a gain of 1,013 tons per
montti.29

As it turned out, expenditures in the March-June 1969
period fe1I below forecasted rat'es, due mainly to a decrease in
PACAF attack sorties. Actual outgo averaged 97, 983 tons per
month (?' 500 tons less than the allocation) in the first half of the
year. In consequence, on 27 June CINCPAC decreased the Air
Force allocation to 103,BBb tons per month (44,511 tons for PACAF
and 52, 328 tons for SAC) for the remainder of the year' ""

trl

nWiththedecisiontocuttheArcLightsortierate,

endorsed by Secretary Laird on 1l July' and in light of plans to
reduce the number of F-4 squadrons in the theater' on .26 July
CINCPAC again revised his air munition requirements, {owerin{
them by 11,000 tons to 134,000 tons per month. The most significant
changes were made in requirements for MK-82 and M-117 bombs'
which were decreased in consonance with the new Arc Light rate
and F-4 posture.3l

21

frFurtherreductionsinAirForcea11ocationsfor

sEA followed on 30 JuIy, at which time GINCPAC lowered the
Air Force allocation from 103,0?4 to g?,260 tons per month--a
drop of 5,814. This revision was succeeded by a furtler scarirg
down of requirements as the level of air activity tapered off and
additional budget cuts were imposed. on 12 November, CINCPAC
reduced the Air Force monthly allocation to ?g,800 tons--It,g4B
less than before. The PACAF allocation was decreased to
35, 500 tons while SAC's allocation declined to BG,800. These
tonnages were keyed to a simultaneous cut in tactical sorties from
20' 000 to-14' 000 per month and in Arc Light sorties from l, 600
to 1,400. 32 By the end of 1969, cINCpACrs air munitions requirement had decreased from the high of 184,000 tong_ sought in
December 1968 to about 128,000 tons per month. 33

Paralleling the reductions in forecast consumption,
air munitions production had also been successively reduced in the
last half of 1969. Thus, in early August, planned Air Force production was cut from approximately 10b,000 to g4,?6g tons monthly.34
By December, planned monthly production was down to an average
of i70, 700 tons, versus an anticipated monthly expenditure of
79,800 tons. The deficit between programmed production and forel
cast expenditures was to be made up by using JCS reserve assets.35
The Air Force fiscal year 1970 munitions budget had simultaneously
undergone further cuts which lowered it by another $b66.1 milfion
to a total of $1i 044.3 million as of December lg6g--Iess than half
the am^ount requested in the original budget submission of September

IFD

1968.36

Munition Expenditures

As in the case of munition requirements, actual
munition expendifures also mirrored the continuing heavy reliance
on air power to thwart enemy operations. Thus, in line with the
enormous increase in combat sorties flown, during 1968 Air Foqqe
ordnance consumption reached an all-time high of 1,092,514 tonsrr-nearly 10 times the amount consumed in 1965. Bv the end of 1968,
cumulative expenditures had climbed to 2.3 million tdhs--1b5,.Jb0
more than the total air munitions tonnage expended in world war
II. 38 On a month-to-month basis, outgo rose from 6?, b00 tons
in January to a peak of 101,100 in December. 39 Expenditures
averaged 86,510 tons per month during the first six months,
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increasing to an F:rerage monthly consumption of 95,50$ in the*]ast
haU of the year. +u (See Figures 2 and 3. )

Total outgo in 1969 nearly matched that of 1968,
to 1,088,568 tons.4l A new monthly record was set in
"*ootttittg
January igOg *itf, the expenditure of 102,900 tons.42 Although
dropping to 89,100 tons in February, Air Force consumption again
exceeded lO0,00O in March, when expenditures climbed to 101,200.
From April through July, tonnage consumption fluctuated between
96,000 and 98,000, dropping to the neighborhood of 80' 000 between

August and October and to about ?9' O0O in November and December.43
Average monthly expendifures in the first haU of 1969 equalled
96,828 tons--l.4 percent higher than the monthly average in the last
six months of 1968.44 In the last half of 1969, however, expenditures dropped to a monthly average of 84,600 tons, a decrease of
Ig, 362 or !2.0 percent less than in the previous 6 mon*rs.45 tA
2-year low occurred in November wtren expenditures declined to
7g,2OO tons.46 (See Figures 2 and 3.) Tactical air sorties simul-.
taneously declined from the 20,048 flown by PACAF in December
1968 to I2,I44 in December 1969. By the end of the year, cumulative air munition expenditures had reached 3,426,000 tons' exceeding
the total air munitions dropped during both World War II. and the
Korean war by L,267,000.47

flTwoweaponS..the500-poundMK-B2genera1purpose

bomb End the ?5O-pound M-ll? general purpose bomb--accounted for
more than B0 percent of the air munition tonnage expended in 1968
and 1969. In all, more than 1, 300' 000 of these bombs were dropped
in the first half of 1968, amounting to nearly 442,000 tons.48 In the
last half of the year, consumption increased to L,450,000 (nearly
480,000 tons).49 During the first half of 1969, the two bombs
were expended at about the same rate as during the laqt half o.f
1968 (1,440,000 were dropped' equating to 475,000 tons' or abbut
82 percent of total sEA outgo).50 In the last six months, consumption decreased slightty, in line wittr the general trend, to
L,320,000 or 426,000 tons (84.2 percent of total expenditures)'51

up with the succession of changes that
occurrEE-in lg68-69 had necessitated constant Air Staff review and
planning. On many occasions, monthly production rates were
revised virtually overnight to accommodate changes in requirements
or production. S2 The success of these efforts was evidenced in the

SKeeping
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fact that munition inventories in SEA remained relatively stable
despite the multiplicity of revisions and hearry expenditures of the
1968-69 period. (See Figure 4.) During 1968 a total of 1,164,920
tons of air munitions was produced for the Air Force.53 In l96gi
production reached I,lB3, 394 tons. 54 At the end of that year, the
inventory of Air Force munitions in sEA stood at r4z,40r tons
compared with 166,456 tons on hand at the start of Ig68. 55
New Munitions

Although, for all practical purposes, the production
fffi
crisis of the early war years had ended by the spring of 196?,
shortages of certain types of munitions continued to hamper air
operations. For the most part, these shortages were due to the
shift in the air war from North vietnam to Laos, which gave rise to
the need for weapons of a different type and mix from those pre-

viously employed. Among munitions required to attack the variety
of interdiction targets found in Laos were anti-vehicle mines, anti.personnel mines, anti-materiel munitions, air-delivered land mines,
g8rea denial munitions, time-delay fuzed bombs, fragmentation
$[rreapons' incendiaries and fire bombs, and explosive fuel weapons.

si
.1iflSincetheAirForcehadconcentratedmuchofits

research and development (R&D) effort on rnunitions for use against
North Vietnam, interdiction weapons of the type needed in Laos had
been generally neglected until the summer of 1968. 56 In consequ€hc€r
many of the desired munitions were still ln R&D or openational test
stages at the time commando Hunt operations began. Exaynples
included the CBU*-3 anti-vehicle land mine; the CBU-BB ("Ringtaill';
anti-materiel weapon; the CBV-42 wide area anti-personnel mine;
cBU-53/54 incendiary borrrbs; the BLU+-81 air-delivered land mine;
and the BLU-72 explosive fuel munition. ST

ure ro the voracious demands of the Laotian
JF
campaign, quantities were also a problem. In most cases,, planned
production rates were far below theater needs for both new munitions and those cumently being produced. In the.case of the
*Cluster Bomb Unit
rBomb, Live Unit
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BLU-31 air-delivered land mine, for example, the planned monthly
production rate was 600 versus the l, Bz0 desired by cINCpAc.
The rate planned for cBU-24149 dispenser munitionslwas g,000:one-third of cINCPActs stated requirement. similarly requirfments for cBU-34142 wide area anti-personnel mines were double
the planned monthly production rate of 408. other munitions in
short supply included cBU 2 lt+ fragrnenting cluster munitions, the
BLU-10 fire bomb, and BLU 23lzz anti-personnel fire bomb, all
of which were out of production. Due to production leadtimes
and, in some cases' facility limitations, none of these could be
manufacfured at rates high enough to support consumption even if
budgetary cuts and osD refusal to release funds had not been

fa"io"s.58

In response to repeated pressure from
fll
to rush d€velopment of a more effective incendiary for4ruck-i*lter'INCPAC
diction' in late June 1968 the Joint Chiefs sought oSD authority
to

begin producing the CBU-53 anti-materiel and CBU-54 antipersonnel incendiary weapons--the intended replacements for the
M-36.59 Even though both weapons were still in research and
development stages, osD approveo.60 under contracts awarded in
mid-July, CBU-53 production was to reach 200 per month by
December 196B, while production of the CBU-54 was to reach a
monthly rate of 200 in January 1969.61 These rates, however,
fell far short of the desired 24,600 units per month, and evgn
under the most favorable circumstances (for example, ilo delar in
weapon evaluation and production), CINCPACTs requirements coirld
not be met before October 1969. 62

flCircumstanceswerefarfromfavorab1e,however,

since the production of both munitions involved new and untried
techniques. Production was complicated, moreover, by the
requirement that the bomblets be of the same size, shape, and
weight as^.the BLU-26 to permit their use with SLIU-30riype dfspensers. "" Although both programs were coping with severe
developmental problems, in view of the importance attached to the
weapons, the Air Force, in late October 1968, asked OSD to
release $2? million to produce as many as 1,000 units per month.64
Shortly thereafter, the initial production items were submitted to
a First Article Acceptance Test. As results indicated a lack of
military potential, the Air Force issued a production stop order
pendiryl investigations to identify and resolve developmental problems."" Subsequently, the Air Force Research Development and
Acquisition Council recommended a halt in development and production of CBU-53/54 munitions and work was terminated
altogether in February 1969,66 leaving the Air Force without a
replacement for the M-36.
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In the meantime, when it became apparent that
quanti-tative requirements for the CBU-53/54 could not be met for
at least another year, the M-36 had been placed back in production in the fall of 1968 to serve as an interim substitute for the
CBU-b3/b4. 6? Initially, 5,950 units had been ordered as backup,
with the first 1,500 due for delivery by December 1969. Following
cancellation of the CBU-ffi154 program, the original M-36 production order was increased to 8,150 units. These were expected to
cost $16.9 million in fiscal year 1969 funds. An additional 12' 346
units were to be procured in fiseal year 19?0 at a cost of $23.1
million, to be followed by 5' 040 units costing $10 million in fiscal
vear 19?1. 68
Although initial M-36 production was delayed by
various problems, by bctobelJgog the level-off rate of I' 250 units
per month had been reached.69 At about the same time, effectiveness testing of the weapon commenced against generic SEA truck
targets at Eglin AFB, Fla. Far from verifying the reported
combat effectiveness of the weapon, these tests indicated that the
probability of its damaging or destroying a truck was so low that
approximately 100 sorties caruying ^l600 M-36ts would be needed to
ra*aa^
?
? tnrrnLc
trucks. 7O
destroy 1.4 and damage

FThis1owkiIlprobabi1itypromptedGen.JohnD.
T.ir Force Chief, to question whether M-36 production should
be continued. PACAF' however, had already reconfirmed its
continuing need for the weapon by placing it Second on a Munitions
Priority List developed during the Project ?03 budget texercise.l?l
Since testing was due to continue into the openi{rg months of 1970'
the question was left open at the end of 1969. ?2
Ryan,

In the meantime, the lack of an effective truck3A
killingTe"pot had exposed the Air Force to severe criticism from
certain Defense Department circles. On one occasion the deficiency
was used as an argument for reducing the level of the tactical air
commitment in SEA. Thus, coinciding with the start of the total
bombing halt in November 1968, the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Systems Analysis suggested withdrawing some of the aircraft
previtusly involved in bombing North Vietnam as a means of
cutting the fiscal year l9?0 budget. In support of this proposal'
he maintained that even if all of the aircraft previously committed
to North Vietnamese operations were reallocated to interdiction
operations in Laos, only a few additional trucks would be destroyed'
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due in part to the lack of proper munitions
the job. As most
of the additional sorties diveried from Northfor
vietnam would have
to carry conventional iron bombs, which were inefficient
roads and trucks, he recommended returning the tactical against
aircraft
p-reviously engaged in North vietnam to the united
states rather
than employing them in the Laotian eampaign.?3

ffiContinuingoSDinterestintheimprovementofeffec-

tive truck-killing munitions became apparent in mid-April 1g6g when
Dr. John s. Foster, Director of Defense Resear"h
flne n"sil.""ring (DDR&E), asked each military department
to provide a summary
of its plgrn for improving the truck-killing capability of munitions
in sEA. 74 some weeks later, Dr. Lee A. DrBridge, science
Adviser to President Nixon, discussed the probrem of getting
more
effective weapons into the theater with Defense secretary Laird.
?5
Incident to this discussion, Dr. DuBridge sent the Defense
study which pointed up what he termed a problem of major chief a
concern in the Laotian campaign, ttthat of deiel0ping accurate weapon
delivery systems for the dJstruction of trucks delivering supplies
to south vietnam. " hr this study he strongly criticized
the lack of
a coherent program within DOD for the reslarctr, development,
and procurement of accurate interdiction wgapon systerns,
attributing
this deficiency to inadequate organization.T6 '

-

l-

'r'he case of the B-sz was cited as an example of

rhis aircrart fad
-in beg used
:::i'3i":1,.1j*1:*'^tltl?-1,1:,'"""'
effectively
in
the
interdiction
campaign
in
Laos
rg'b6ta;o
luly
196?. Its effectiveness

depended

primarily on the availablity

fire bomb, but production of the M--86 had 1apsed in 196?of the
l'"o-^tl^"t,,no supplies were availabre for the interdiction campaign
in
1968. " It was frequently arleged, the study continued,
that
M-36 production had been allowed to terminaie in the expectation
that new fire bombs then under development would
more effective.
It was ttby no means clear, " however, that even ifbe
the
pro_
gram for the new weapons had been entirely successfur,test
adequate
numbers could have been produced for a 1968 campaign. rrtrrus
ttre
organization lacked a mechanism sufficient to predict its real
needs and
M-36

to control production sro that they would be aetually met.
The study further revealed that:

tt

2B

Even at the present time, when the worth of the
M-36 is well known, production has been increased as a result of pressure from this office'
as well as many other sources' the total production of M-36ts-.(a maximum of 1500/month to be
achieved by December 1969) seems inadequate if
one contemplates full use of B-57 and propeller
fleet now available for the interdiction ca-mpaign -

of196e.

l'-4

In an effort to remedy this organizational deficiency
Cfn
and to improve the capability of anti-truck operations in SEA
Dr. Foster, on 12 JuIy 1969, asked the Air Force to designate a
single individual to be responsible for planning and executing an
integrated program to develop truck-killing munitionS, induding
both missiles and ordnance. This individual, who was to be given
suitable authority, resourcesr and responsibili-ty "to successfully
accomplish this function within the Air Force, " was to review
relevant Army and Navy ordnance activities and recommend which
items within those departments might be initiated or accelerated
to assist the Air Force. Dr. Foster also announced that he was
programming $I5 million in fiscal year 1970 funds as a separate
munitions. This would,accelerate
line item for truck interdiction
t'suitable
for killing truck targets in the
of
weapons
development
Southeast Asia environment. "78
..
,{
flPrecedingtheseStepswasanexchangeofviews
between Mr. Leonard Su11ivan, a member of Dr' Fosterrs office'
and Lt. Gen. Glen W. Martin, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff
for Plans and Operations. During this exchange, Mr. Sullivan
conceded that the Air Force had devoted considerable effort to
improve munitions and aircraft delivery systems and thereby increase the effectiveness of truck interdiction in Laos. Some of
the munitions developed--ranging from electro-optical and laserzuided weapons to better distributed bomblet munitions, such as
t-tre nock"rrl II'k and CBU-34142--had been successfully tested in

rdlY a very good examPle of an Air
Force development program, however, as it had been developed
by the Navy. Arrangements to procure it for Air Force use were
initiated followi4g cancellation of the CBU- fi 154 program to help
fill the void in the Air Force capability to destroy armored targets
and trucks. [See Personal Summary 15), Dir/Sup & Svcs, ? Feb
69; also Personal summaries (s), ASst for Prgmg, 13 June and
3 Jul 691.
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combat. In other cases, however, the Air Force tlbd not dgne so
well. "In incendiary munitionsr our development did not pan
and we are forced to return an older muniiion to product-ion, rtout

wrote Mr. Sullivan. T9 He continued:

It is alarming to me that our capabilities

to

detect and find insignificant targets in the
Laotian environment stilr exceed our ability to
kill them by a factor of roughly 4:1. In tireory,
the detection should be the harder iob. yet I
do not see a real tttask forcetr approach to
correcting the target killing deficiencies__just
separate scattered projects.

Mr. sullivan also

expressed disappointment that

the best
truck-killer aircraft configurations ("all born of among
the tEmanOryol tfri"
war,tt) none were availabre in quantity, and ,,none will persist into
the post-war inventory due to their aie. "BO

In defense of usAF efforts, Generar Martin pointed
out that within the limitations imposed by funding, technical problems, and production capabilities, the Air Force had
and
promoted many munitions with increased effectiven""l supported
in
sqjr.
As
examples, he cited the cBU-94142, laser guidance kits, electrooptical kits, and infrared guidance kits. The cBU-83 program
was
also being developed, as were the CBU-BB ("Ringtail'i
mine) and the CBU-52 (anti-materiel munition). A1l represented
""ti]*"l.ri.f
accelerated efforts to provide better truck ki1lers. Bt

ffiUnforfunately'deve1opmentalprob1emsandproduc-

tion slippages had ma*ed several oc th""u p"ogr"-", a case in
point being the cBU-BB. This was a magnetic mine, to
be aerially
sown' which was designed to provide area coverage. This weapon
was expected to increase significantly the effectiveness of the truck^^
interdiction effort, especialry at night and duriqg incleme"t *u"if"".82
originally planned for field use in March lg69,BB various-d"r.""
caused slippage of its initial combat employment first to July84 sr6
then to December 1969, by which time it was decided to cancel
the
program in January 1970 after contracted deliveries were completed.B5
However, with production deliveries running well behind (B items
delivered out of 130 scheduled as of Novembg{), the approved schedu1e was being revised as of December 1969. 86

G
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As against the various setbacks encountered in
the R&D program, several new or improved munitions were
introduced into sEA during 1968-69. Among them were three
new missiles: the AIM-9E' an air-to-air missile with improved
maneuverability; the AIM-7812, an improved version of the
sparrow missile; and the AGM-?BA, an improved air-to-ground
missile that was particularly well suited for use against SAM
sites.B? In addition, four new fuzes were put into combat use:
the FMU-26, for general purpose bombs; the FMU-54' used with
the MAU-91 retarding fin to improve the low-level delivery of
?b0-pound Uo*u"; it-" fnnU-SO/e proximity fuze' which insuied
proper bursting patterns for cluster bomb units; and the FMU-?2/8,
a tong-oelay fuze which could be set to explode any time between
20 minutes and 36 hours after activation' 88
Concurrent with other actions, an effort to reduce
the number of different types of munitions in sEA commenced in
the spring of 1969. By far the most important result was a the
decision to delete trre nn-uz general purpose bomb in favor of
tw<-al was to be dropped rfrom the,Air
MK-82. Additionally, ttre
Fopce inventory in SEA. ov

flThepercentageofo1der(pre-KoreanWar)munitions
the Air Force SEA inventory declined significantly in 1968-69'
By the end of the period they constituted less than 2 percent of
B percent
the air munitions assets in the theater, compared to 4'

1n

on

3l December

196?.90
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III.

REDEPLOYMENT PLANNING

,n".#ffi
slllff 'J;on*"'J*yir"::*":J:ffi
logistic planning
1969

;"#"*".'

centered increasingry on the prospective
withdrawal of U. S. forces from SEA. es earfy as January 1966,
members of the suppry and services staff, p"oid.d dy
of past experience, suggested the need to blgin layin! -"rrio"r""
;il;%
preclude recuruence of the "wasteful and pro-ftigate wrap-up
that
followed world war II and Korea.ttl By August, a preriminary
logistic plan had been drafted and was beinj reviewed at joint
staff level at the time of the Manila conferlnce in october 1g66.2
Following that conference, the United States and its allies issued
a formal communique in which they unilaterarly predged
to withdraw all of their forces from south vietnam *iurio i*
-L"ti"
of the time hostilities cease_d, provided the North Vietnamese
withdrew their forces also.3

(H
rhis pledge, which both presidents Johnson
Nixon reaffirmed several times, touched off two JCS pranningand
cycles concerned with the redeployment of forces. one addressed
the withdrawal under the terms of the Manila commitment. The
other, known as "T-Day" (ttTruce-Dayrr or r'Termt""t*""jry*r0
planning' 'considered the withdrawal under conditions
that differed
from those specified in the Manila communique.4 in"""
pr*""t"g
cy_c_les, which proceeded in, tandem throughoui most
of 1968 and
1969' pivoted on three key issues that were fundamental to the
development of realistic 1ogistic plans: time-phasing of the
redeployment; Iength of time in which to preparl to" the withdrawal;
and the size and composition of residual forces.
_-.';-'frAttemptstoreso1vetheseissues,especiallythose
pertaining to residual forces,

commanded the attention of both
JCS and OSD planners throughout much of the Z_veal perioj.,
the end of 1969, firm decisions on which to base'.;"r;[;-t;''f,"-At

for an orderly redeployment were still awaited. By that time,
the premises which had governed original planning had, in any
case, changed to the point where, much of it was no ronger
sooner or later, however, the massive buildup in sEA wourd,ra1ia.
have

to 'be undone. This meant that instarlations wourd have to be
closed' equipment and suppries screened and prepared
shipment' facilities dismaniled, and myriad similir actionsfor
taken.
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considering the rnagnitude of the buildup, regardless of when and
how the war was wound down--and whether the redeployment took
place incrementally or en masse--an enormous logistic effort
would, obviously be involved.
I
I,
The Air Staff T-DaY Plan

€FromtheoutsetoftheJCSp1anningeffort,theAir
staff worked hand-in-glove with the Joint staff on practically everyo
action related to the withdrawal and struch-rring of residual forcesP
At the same time, however, it pursued planning of its own' In
the absence of firm decisions, the primary purpose of this Air
Staff activity was to develop guidelines for the orderly withdrawal
of usAF forces and the economic disposal of Air Force assets in
SEA. 6 Witf, that end in mind, the Air Staff published a unilateral
T-Day plan in mid-September 1968.7 In line with OSD guidance,
four main logistic objectives were set. These were aimed at precluding the unnec.""Jry depletion of national resources, avoiding
o-r&ly abrupt transition to new production rates, avoiding. the
"r,
accumulation of materiel above authorized levels, and proviling
sufficient logistic support to redeploying units so that they Bcould
op.""iiott"f readiness status.
maintain or rapidly regain
"r,
To meet these objectives, all -major commands
f,
as well as bases and units involved, were to begin detailed
planning for an orderly withdrawal. By mid-1969' a network of
mutually supporting, ctosely interfaced T-Day plans had emerged
which, taken together, provided a basic framework for accornplishing the withdrawal mission. Included in the network was a
materiel program guide which contained detailed instrrrctions for
PACAF units anO a programming plan which outlined the responsibilities and commitments of the Logistics command *.for the with|
drawal of USAF units and assets. 9
work on these plans had, in several cases, begun
G
well bfore the Air Staff issued its T-Day plan. PACAF' for
example, published its first T-Day plan in May 196?' PACOM'
for ifs part, had been working on redeployment plans since early
196?. These efforts gained new momentum in the spring of 1968
when the prospective start of peace negotiations gave hope that
u. s. forces might be withdrawn under the terms of a negotiated
settlement. ttrat possibility, coupled with President Johnsonrs
reaffirmation on 31 March 1968 of the l/Ianila pledge, prompted
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clNci'>Ac to convene the first of several conferences
held.in
to examine the rogistic implications of trr. itirJr.ey"i.
n

1968-69

ro

primary purpose of the initiar cINcpAc
5
- Th.
conference, which
was held in wt"y 1968, was to identify problems and discuss courses of action to execute
opLAN
67-68. As that plan covered the withdrawar of cINCpAcrs
forces
in
accordance with the Manila Communique, it posed the
most demanding
logistic task of all options considered: withdrawal
of all u. s. and
allied forces except a smal Military Assistance Advisory
Group
(MAAG) within 6 months of the time
hostilities ended. rl
hr view of the highly compressed time frame
lE with this
assocrated
option, tne rlasftility or the option was far
a
foregone
conclusion.
Initial estimates indicated that from
lf"ttt
10 to 12 million tons of materiel might have
be relocated.
This was litile more than a rough estimate, to
however, since no
one knew how much materiel was acfually in SEA,
nor what
would be removed versus reft there or given
away.
As an accurate inventory of assets was essential, pAcoM, among
actions taken to prepare for the redeployment, began other
and refining data on alr its units in sEA, including colleeting
data on their
unit and non-unit equipment, suppries, and depot stocts.
rz aJ tn.
same time, it also commenced work on an automated
data
processing system which, upon completion,
would
theoretically
permit the time-phased redeployment of personner
This system (originally n"-"d i'WITHREi;"-;;;*" and materiel.
t'REDREPtt)
was conceived as a companion to
JCS ";;;;"0",.
Deproyment
Reporting system (DEpREp). Like the latter,the
it
was
to
use
punched cards to report details concerning
units,
materier,
and
movement schedul.s.13

b: the months
the May conference,
^ ^ ^^ffi also took a number offollowing
PAcoM
other Jt"p" to prepare for the

withdrawal. For exampre, developed plans io redeproy
high
piiority facilities, to phase itdown
canstruction in sEA, and to
recover critical construction assets. It also devel0ped
an air

p'an, established procedures
controlled air munitions, and improved procedures to dispose of
for redistributing assets through the puRA system. tr addition,
it began
to identify the cargo handling capacities of in-country aerial
and
seaports and to determine the capabilities of the
Military Airlift
muniti_o_ns management
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Command (MAC) and Military Sea Transport Service (MSTS) to
support the redeployment. 14

A principal objective of these actions, CINCPAC
advisd- in summing up the status of logistic plannp€l' wail to
accomplish as much as possible in advance of the redeplolment
so that this would be the "most efficient and effective withdrawal
in US military history. "15 As of March 1969, however, much remained to be done before the military would be in an ideal position to withdraw economically and effectively from SEA. Analyses
of the workload and other factors indicated that a minimum of. L2
months would be needed to complete the withdrawal from the time
T-Day was declared. This assumed that a minimum of 3 months
would be devoted to pre-withdrawal tasks, to make, certain that
deployment tonnage would not exceed 6 miltion tond, and tof assure
that port handling capabilities would at least equal ?5 percent of
, their rated capability. If port outload rates fell below 50 percent
of their rated capacity (this was regarded as the optimum rate
that could be achieved), or if retrograde cargo was more than 6
million tons, the 6 months withdrawal becomes unrealistic "and
reverts to a question of how much materiel is to be abandoned.
Uhder no circumstances would it be possible to complete the withdrawal in 6 rnonths if less than 3 monthsr advance notice lvere
given in which to prepare for the redeployment.16
34
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(U) While PACOM pursued these preparations, the Air Force
bases and units involved in the redeployment continued to work on
individual withdrawal plans. To aid in the preparation of these
plans, AFLC established advanced logistic assistance teams (ALAT),
consisting of supply and transportation specialists for each base
involved in withdrawal actions. In early February 1969, team
captains together with AFLC and PACAF project officers visited
the 18 bases concerned to determine the progress of T-Day
planning and resolve individual problems through dilect coglact.l7
(u) This visit revealed that lack of decisions on key force
structure and timing questions was severely impeding the development of realistic withdrawal plans. "Without exception' each
activity needed to know three basic things: (a) what force structure will apply upon R-Day (Removal Day); (b) what in-country
agreements will apply and therefore; (c) what buildings, equipment, and cEM [communications and Electronics Materiel]
will remain. " Without answers to these questions, aII T-Day
"The sooner force structures
planning was necessarily tentative.
ttthe
sooner firm T-Day plans
are firm, " the team concluded,
can be fully identified. "18
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(u) since the buildings and shelters to be moved would have
a major impact on transportation, packagingr ord crating agencies,
base officials needed to know what facilities and equip*&t *.r"
to be transported and where they were to be shipped. A multitude of unique situations that would have a ma;or impact on suppry
and transportation existed throughout vietnam and rhailand.
Equipment at radar sites, telephonic circuits, antenni farmf,
mobile communications, and other communications had to be iden_
tified and detailed prans drawn up for their disposition. Arso,
the agencies that wourd acfually disconnect the systems and perform the packing and crating, and shipment of such items had to

be identified.

(u) Although vast improvements had been made the disposition of excesses, the team warned that unrecorded in
assets
could present a serious problem. continued high-level emphasis
was therefore needed to clean up excesses and to identify and
record all assets in order to prevent a major blockage when the
redeployment began. A speedier method of pro"""sing disposable
assets through the pERC and puRA systems was needed also.
The team further reported that cargo and materials handling equipment was in poor condition and that there were heavy mainLnance
backlogs at most sEA bases. In addition, most bases lacked
sufficient packaging and crating facilities, equipmen , and
n-e.glonnel.
(U) In conclusion, the team stated that actions taken to
eliminate deficiencies before T-Day would aid actual execution immeasurably. To that end, they suggested designating ttsisterrt
bases in the coNUS for each base involved in the redeployment
of forces, publishing a ttvery carefully prepared time-phased
last-to-go list of men and materials, tt and expansion of packaging
facilities and manpower. They also proposed holding coordinalion
meetings between AFLC, TAc, and pAcAF to keepreveryone briefed
on the latest redeployment prans and concepts for rEgistitaftsupport
of tactical units.19
E|Mostoftheseprob1emsandrecommendationswere

discussed at a meeting which the air logistic staff convened at
TAC headquarters on 6-? May lg69 to review the stafus of r-Day
planning and determine the actions needed to provide a more
precise planning base.20 sdveral areas of maSor concern arose
including continued uncertainty over the post-hostilities beddown of
sEA forces, priorities for the distribution of assets, and the pdo,
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One decision made at
condition of materials handling equipment.
ttsister
basett concept recomthis conference was to adopt the
mended by the ALAT captains. under this concept TAC would
dispatch a logistics representative from the receiving base to
assist in determining the disposition of supplies and equipment.2l

5lThemeetinga1sohammeredoutdetai1edprocedures6r handling the retrograde and redistribution of ISSL
(Initial Supply Spares List) items. These assets, though not nor-

mally part of the equipment moved with the unit, were to be
treated as such. They would be moved by air and accorded the
same movement priority as unit assets. under procedures
devised at the meeting, each gaining base would receive from
AFLC complete Initial Supply Spares List for incoming units.
After screening their on-hand items against that list, gaining bases
would submit requisitions to AFLC for needed items on a package
basis. AFLC would then determine the source of supply for items
under its control. A list of those items not managed by AFLC
would be forwarded intact to losing bases, which would screen
their assets to determine what items were available and advise
gaining bases what they would ship. Gaining and losing bases
would then create due-ins and due-outs for items and quantities to

be shipped.22

#otherprob1emsraisedattheMaymeetinginc1uded

p"o"n"ittg sufficient packaging material and cargo handling equipment for loading and unloading at aerial and sea ports and developing plans for receiving redeployed units with their supplies and
eqlipment. The question of how to stop shipments en route to
SEA on T-Day was also discussed. The Air Staff had been working
on this issue with the Defense supply Agency, but as of May 1969
no satisfactory solution had been found.23
Unexpected difficulties had meanwhile developed in
trfl
the usil-f the supply summary (ttct') cards prepared in conjunction

with cINcPACrs new redeployment reporting system. These
cards--which were to identify supplies and equipmgnt not ass.ociated with a specific unit but required for overall 6ase^suppoft-;;t p;;;"J i'iractically valueless for Air Force use' "24 This

wasdue,inpart,tothefactthatsuppliesandequipmentwere
listed by basic supply class and overall tonnage only. Also, the
cards were supposed to be coded to denote the final destination
of tonnage. The Air Force system of depot responsibility fty
weapon system' end item' and federal supply class) made it
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impossible for the Air Force to designate the final destination of
innumerable tons of the various classes of equipment and
As Lt. col. Richard E. Benson of the Air staff logistic.al planning
"opptiu".b
office put it: "It is not clear how we can identify ?"trdg*iJ"-a
material by federar stock number from an inveniot;i;;T"
constant flux and determine destinations for shipment of these
materials.tt26 changes in processing procedures for these cards
were therefore needed before this part of the REDREP system
could be completed.

PAcoM for its part faced considerable
|H|}
in developing the large amount of data needed to preparedifficulty
the force
identification cards (Card "A") that were basic to the new redeploy_
ment reporting system. These difficulties delayed the initial
REDREP listing from February to late May lg6b. In reviewing
this

list, which represented the first step in the development of a
time-phased redeployment troop list, the Air staff discovered
numerous errors in the unit Identification codes (uIC) as well as
in other records. A new risting therefore had to be p*epared.
when CINCPAC submitted'the revised list, further errors and
administrative problems were found. coruection of these delayed
formal review of the list, leaving the Air staff in the position of
trying to operate the
fx-stem before procedures were either
finalized or approved.ZT
The end result was that as of september
1969 effective troop list and time-phased redeploymenl s"rrloures,
which were the heart of cINCpAcrs T-Day plan,- did not
without these--and without certain vital logistics data which
"*isil
was
also missing--clNCpActs T-Day plan waJnot, in the Air staff
yiew' either oa workable operatitns plan or an effective withdrawal
rnstrument..o
VNAF Requirements

Difficulties in compteting the REDREP system
_
were Famong other
problems discussed at the second Air staff T_Day
planning conference convened at Headquarters usAF in late August.
Also discussed were the method and command responsibility for
planning and budgeting' for storing, packing, and crating mateli"l", and for procedures to intemupt shipments already in transit.29
Although several problems were setiled, others persisted throughout
the fall of the year. The majority of those left unresolved stemmed
from the close connection between redeployment planning and the
program to modernize and expand the viehramese Air Force
(VNAF). For the most part, the unresolved issues concerned
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policies and procedures for distributing assets gene'rated by the
phasedown

from Vietnam.

Trang Air
*"""-,.ffiJ1v'trlgsered by the planned turnover of Nha
Base to the VNAF in september 1969. One pertained to priorities
to the
t . lne r"tiistribution of assets that became excess incident In
transfer of units or phasedown of Air Force installations' Air
response to PACAFts request for gUidance, General Ryan,
Force Chief of Staff, aOoptea the policy that USAF units relocating
from Vietnam were to receive first priority. Second flriorityg'was
to be accorded Air Force units remaining in Vietnam' Any for
assets excess to their requirements would then be available reallocation to the VNAF.30- ttris policy--which elevated VNAF
quirements from seventh, and even eighth' in the previously
established hierarchy of priorities--was reasonably clear. Itl

application, however, was complicated by the fact that the vNAF
Improvement and Modernization (I&M) program included only major
end items, weapon systems, and spares which the VNAF required
to perform its combat mission. And it did not include house-that
keeping, administrative, and base support items of the kindneed to
would be available at Nha Trang and that the VNAF would
sustain day-to-day operations. 31

#-

f,ffi
i*""'
"il:"T
required
were
but
program
I&M
VNAF
part
trre
of
not
were
that

,n"'

J:,ff: il:H'":H

":"Ji"fi
bytheVNAFinitsday-to-dayoperationcouldbetransferred
with the base as personal ptop""ty' 3z In the process of actually
the
closing the base and transferring assets, however' AFLC took
to
transfer
for
positi& that only items previously programmed
the VNAF could be turned over- -without prior approval of the
AFLC Inventory Manager (IM).33

.,
I
d,,hispositione1icitedstrongprotestfrtmtne{ir
(AFAG), which pointed out that neither

Force Advisory Croui
VNAF requirements nor the availability of assets were firmthe
enough to permit complete programming in advance' With
sudden increase in the size of the VNAF and lack of a currentnot
Unit Authorization List (UAL)' known requirements were often
finalized to the point where they were programmed, while other
needs were not even identified until almost the same time as
assets became available for transfer. A further complication

ret*n,
39

arose from the fact that often the assets that would be available
rvere not known until the last minute. AFLCTs policy would
therefore severery restriet redistribution to the vNAF. Accordingly, the AdvisorJr Group, supported by PAGAF, requested that
it b'e changed to conform with the guidance received from Headquarters, USAF. They also suggested a joint Air Staff-AFLC
team review the problem on-site.34
*:, ...4;

At the request of the Air Force Assisrant r.or
-na
Logi3ffc Planning, AFLC dispatched two officers to Vietnam
together with representatives of PACAF's Directorate of Materiel.3S
In the course of this visit, detailed procedures were finalized
relative to the transfer, accountingr &rrd elimination of excesses,
and the hrrnover of USAF assets to the VNAF.36
closely related problem that arose in the fall
for items
transferued from the Air Force Stock Fund to the VNAF. Many
of the assets necessary to maintain a viable Air Force installation-for example, petroleum products, spares for installed property,
Civil Engineer bench stocks, shop equipment, furniture, dishes,
and other housekeeping and base support items--came from this
fund.37 As regulations governing fund operations normally required reimbursement for items issued from it, PACAF requestedguidance as to whether such items were to be transfemed on a
reimbursable or non-reimbursable basis.38 General Ryan decided
that stock fund assets transferued to the VNAF at Nha Trang
would be handled on a non-reimbursable basis. Before this policy
could be applied across-the-board at other installations transfemed to the VNAF, however, OSD approval was required.

of
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1969 coneerned policy regarding reimbursement

Under Secretary of the Air Force John L. Mclucas
JA
sought the requisite authority on 30 September. 39 Somewhat
unexpectedly, it furned out that Secretary Laird was not prepared
to give carte blanche approval to the Air Force request. Replying
in mid-November, Mr. Laird observed that already one base had
apparently been transferred under the conditions p;:oposed by Mr.
Mclucas. While he was willing to make an exceftion todhe
regulations loverning stock fund operations in that one instance,
before he approved that approach as a matter of general policy,
t.Le Defense chief wanted more information. He wanted to know
the dates of other proposed base transfers, the estimated value of
assets involved in each c&s€r and an evaluation of the drain in the
proposed transfer of $300 million from the Air'Force Stock Fund

.*,*jtrF
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to the aircraft procurement appropriation.40 Data developed in
response to the Secretaryrs request indicated that stock fund
assets at Nha Trang amounted to $100,054; known future transfers
at Binh Thuy and Pleiku Air Bases would involve assets worth an
estimated $429, 2gl.4l

(F
Another problem eneountered by PACAF in the
opening stages of the phasedown concerned disposition of aircraft.
To begin with, the command was hampered by la$k of specjfie
information on which aircraft were.to be turned over to th€ VNAF'
which were to be inactivated, and which were to be retained in the
active Air Force inventory. It also needed detailed procedures for
transferring aircraft to the VNAF .42 Tn answer to the first question, the Air Staff advised that aircraft authorized for transfer to
the VNAF were listed in the I&M program. As for turnover procedures, MACV--in conjunction with AFLC and ttge losing;pase-was to determine what specific line items would be required to
support the aircraft and which'should, accordingly, be transferred
to the VNAF concurrently with the aircraft. These items might
be part of or additional to the I&M program and could include
Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE), ISSL, aircraft ISSL, communications equipment and spares, test equipment, and base
support items and spares which would be required by the VNAF
to perform its mission and within the Vietnamese capability to
use. AFLC was to prepare spares lists for aircraft, vehicles,
ground support equipment, and communications-electronics equipment based on major end items contained in the VNAF program.
It would then forward these 'i.ists to 1VIACV for screening,
changes in quantities, and line item additions or deletions based
on VNAF inventory and retention levels, and based on VNAF
capability to use the items. After screening, MACV was to
furnish the net requirements list to the appropriaQ base Spply
chief, who would deter:mine what assets were available for transfer. The phasedown of Nha Trang was to be used as the pilot
test for this procedure. PACAF was then to refine procedures
and submit them for Air Staff concurrence.43
Notwithstanding this guidance, PACAF continued
fl
to havb problems. In December, the PACAF Director of
Materiel, Maj. Gen. Roland K. Campbell, apprised Lt. Gen.
Harry Goldsworthy, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Systems
and Logistics, that instructions for disposing aircraft, supplies,
and the equipment of units being inactivated or reduced as a
result of Presidential withdrawal directives or Project 703 actions
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were frequently incomplete and untimely. Moreover, instructions

for disposing aircraft and related equipment and supplies rendered
surplus as a result of force reductions were generating serious
manning problems. when force reductions were or$ered, jn-

country personnel ceilings and personnel authorizati6rs we&J
simultaneously reduced on a maldatory basis by a specifiei date.
since force reduction directives contained a mandatory deadline
for getting the people out of the country, personnel were not available to prepare the aircraft and related equipment for transfer
when disposition instructions were not furnished promptly. In the
case of one B-57 unit srated for inactivation, it took nearly a
month after inactivation instrrrctions had been received to determine
the disposition of the unitrs supplies and equiprnent.A4
PACAF was also concerned over directions to
fi|p
place aircraft in storage. As of October 1969, PACAF had been
directed on two occasions to store aircraft. Fourteen A-26ts were
to be kept in flyable storage at clark AB in the philippines for an
undefined period, and 15 Ac-4?ts rrere to be kept in storage in
vietnam until fiscal year 1972, when they were to be hrrned over
to the VNAF. There were no manpower spaces aut{orized to,
support programs of this type. Also storage of aircraft and their
maintenance presented serious problems in the western pacific.
In addition to the lack of authorized support personnel, ramp space
at clark was saturated. Moreover, the unfavorable environment
in the area caused rapid comosion of the airframe and aircraft
systems. Also, there was the danger of tSrphoons, for which there
was no evacuation capability. PACAF therefore asked that complete disposition instructions be issued concumently with inactivation or relocation notices, and that storage of aircraft in the
western Pacific be held to an absolute minimum. If storage was
unavoidable, PACAF thought AFLC should provide the necessary
support.4S

While ttrese issues were being aired and resolved,
*-11
redepfoyments
were meanwhile proceeding, but under eompletery
different ground rules from those governing the T-Day planning
cycle. Thus' in line with the Presidentrs arlnounced hopes of
withdrawing more than 100,000 men before the end of 1g6g, the
first 25' 000 troops had been ordered home in .luly, and another
40, 500 were due back by the end of the year.46 Although no usAF
personnel were included in the first increment, the s,econd involved
2'54r usAF spaces and entailed the inactivation of t#o special
p/"il.")
operations squadrons (the 5th at Nha Trang and the 6ttr

"t
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and one B-57 squadron (ttre gth Tactical Bomber Squadron at Phan
Rang).47 In addition, another 2,869 Air Force spaces were to be
withdrawn from Thailand. 48
Due to the Presidentrs desire not to prematurely
disclo5ilhis intentions, withdrawal announcements had come so
abruptly that advance planning had been almost negligible. To
meet the Presidentrs deadline of 31 August for the first increment,
for example, it had been necessary to resort to a series of unplanned, crash actions.49 Such preparations as had been made had
drawn extensively on the existing T-Day planning base. This base'
according to Secretary Laird, had proved extremely helpful,
especially in the areas of logistics and transportation. Therefore'
despite the difference in planning assumptions, he wanted aII persorrnel involved in future redeployments to use existin$ T-Dat plans
to the maximum extent possible. He also wanted both the T-Day ^
and Manila Pact withdrawal plans maintained in a cument status.cu

,ffli

A

Change

in I4thdrawal Policy

dffiNotwithstandingthisaffirmationoftheneedto

contirillFT-Day planning, by August many officials had begun to
wonder whether T-Day planning had been superseded by planning
conducted in response to the Presidentts request for a study on
t'Vietnamizing" the war, i. e., on transferring responsibility for the
war to the Vietnamese armed forces. To carry out the Presidentts
wishes, the National Security Council issued a study directive'
National Security Study Memo, (NSSM) 36, containing guidelines to be
used in preparing the study. DI These guidelines augured a radical
change in withdrawal policy. Up to that time, all redeployment
planning had premised an end of hostilities and mutual withdrawal
of forces. Under NSSM 36, however, plans were to be made for
withdrawing forces even though hostilities continued unabated.
Specifically, four alternative timetables were to be drawn up for
transferring the combat role to the Vietnamese and fbr conculrently
withdrawing U. S. forces. As a Vietnamese capability was generated'
a tike U. S. capability was to phase out. The timetables were to
be based on a starting date of 1 July 1969 and were to be phased
over 18, 24, 30, and 42 months' respectively. Alternative completion dates were, accordingly, 3l December 1970' 30 June 1971,
3l December 19?1, and 31 December Ig72.52
\

The impression that T-Day planningJ had been suPer4
seded was reinforced bv a further directive receiveQ from
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Secretary Laird in mid-August 1969 which enunciated a fundamental change in the strategy and objectives of the ttvietnamizationt'
program. Just as all withdrawal planning had previously predicated the cessation of hostilities and mutual withdrawal of forces,
so also, until August 1969, the program to improve and modernize the Vietnamese armed forces had been designed to provide
the Vietnamese with a capability to counter only thelinterrbl
insurgency threat posed by the Viet Cong after hostiiities tifO
ceased and North Vietnamese forces had withdrawn. Under the
new directive, however, plans for transferring responsibility for
the war were to assume, for the first time, that curyent levels
of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces remained in South
Viebram and that the war continued at its curuent 1evel.53 The
south vietnamese were therefore to be groomed to take over full
responsibility for the war and the redeployment of U. S. forces
was to continue.

ryTocarryoutthispo1icy,SecretaryLairdwanted
a review
of current plans for improving and modernlzing the
vietnamese armed forces. The goal was to develop'a vieti{ilrnese

capability that could "cope successfully with the combined Viet
Cong-North Vietnamese Army threats. " Among other things, the
review was to consider ways to improve the logistic capabilities
of the Vietnamese and, ttmost important,tt the strategy and
tactics best matched with RVNAI' capabilities. S4

hb:themidstoftheconsiderationsresu1tingfrom

his Au$rst instructions, Secretary Laird issued another directive
on 10 November in which he called for a ttconsolidationtr phase
(Phase III) that would lead to complete self-sufficiency on the part
of the Vietnamese armed forces by I July 1973. At the same
time he wanted alternative redeployment plans develqpe-Q-_tbat would
reduce U.S. forces to either 190,000 or 26O,000 byt"iil'1$.lf, with
the balance to be redeployed by July 19?3.55 Under the "high"
option, forces remaining after JuIy 1971 were to include a USAF
contingent of 51, 000. The low option was to include 40,000 USAF
personnel. 56 In both cases, all forces except a small MAAG
were to be withdrawn by ,Iuly 19?3.

7Thisdirectivefurtherstrengthenedtheconviction

that T-Day plans would never be executed and thaf future rgdeployments would continue under the current pattern of incr.m,Sdfbt
unit inactivations and withdrawals. In light of these indications,
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the Air Staff considered it advisable to adapt T-Day planning to
the ttreal world situation we now face. t' Decisions pertaining to
adjustments in production, construction, personnel, and operations programs therefore had to be made to fit the new pattern
of withdrawals. These would be needed, moreover, regardless

:
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replaced by a new "integrated planning" concept which would
coordinate both the buildup of the VNAF and redeployment of Air
Force units. Similarly, some members of the air logistics staff
believed that guidance for the Vietnamization program should be
included in the T-Day plan, especially in view of the fact that
many of the withdrawal problems that arose in the fall of 1969
were due to the close tie-in between planning for a possible pullout from Vietnam and the program to strengthen the capabilities
1t
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this view. Thus, upon his return from a trip to SEA where he
reviewed the status of the VNAF modernization program and
related matters, Mr. Whittaker reported that planning for acceleration of the VNAF modernization program had been greatly complicated by the lack of definitive plans for the phased withdrawal of
USAF units. This deficiency was causing unnecessary movement
of supplies and equipment, it was generating a reqfirement lor
added construction, and it was creating a duplication of resources
at joint occupancy bases to satisfy both USAF and VNAF require*"nt".59L
Col. Howard R. Bullen, Air Staff Deputy Assistant
ln
for Lolistic Planning, pointed out, however, that the T-Day plan
did not go into effect unless the President declared a T-Day and
indicated the size of the residual force he desired. Since to
become effective, the T-Day plan required a Presidential decision,
Colonel Bullen thought a more suitable document was needed to
consolidate such guidance. He had in mind a guidanct document
comparable to those drawn up by PACAF ana ef'1q.60

ffi;l":I"il:'Iff,

drawal announcement would soon be forthcoming--and that the
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services would then be expected to reduce the force in consonance
with the prescribed number of people and within the given time
limit without preliminary military recommendations or planning
inputs. 6I rhe Air staff hoped to forestall further crash planning
actions, first by reducing usAF forces to an authorfzed stdngih
ceiling before the reduction requirement was levied,* and, second,
by continuing T-Day planning until the network of T-Day plans
was complete and refined. oz As Lt. col. Delbert E. smith, a
member of the air logistics staff, told a worldwide Air Force
Materiel Conference in November:

z

Obviously, the goal of the present incremental
withdrawal procedures is to develop a cl*nat e {
of de-escalation of the war which will hopefully
lead to the termination of hostilities. If this
situation develops, we must be prepared to
complete the withdrawal operation in an orderly
fashion within the directed time frame and under
the most economical of conditions. 63

",,."k"T;f
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possible steps to facilitate the smooth withdrawal of forces regardless of conditions. The broad guidance necessary for major
mands to plan T-Day actions in detail was contained in thL logistics
"o-and military assistance annexes of the usAF T-Day plan, an updated version of which was pubrished in July rgog. -64- However,
the air logistics staff agreed that an overall operational plan was
also needed to provide guidance for withdrawing usAF units, for
base closures, and for transfer of facilities to the vNAF. such
a plan should set forth policy regarding the transfer of real property,
installed communications, vehicles, housekeeping equipment, and
similar items, all of which should tie into T-Day planning as well
as Project ?03 actions.6S preparation of such a plan would come in
1970. In the meantime, pAcAF summed matters up when it pointed
out that regardless of whether future redeployments continued under
the current trend of incremental unit inactivations and withdrawals
or whether the redeployment took place in accordancl with .$-Day
plans, the workload _was basica[y the same and required thE same
amount

of support. 66

*In the first two phases, authorized personnel ceilings, rather
than specified numbers of people, were reduced. However, the phase I
reduction resulted in the actual withdrawal of 2b,000 troops. [Talking
(Ts)' subi: SEASIA withdrawal pranning and vietnamizing the
l-"p.l
(ca
'',ot:r"..?
War
Nov 69). I
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IV. I.OGISTIC

SUPPORT OF THE VNAF

f,Theothersideofthecoinfromwithdrawa1p1an-

ning was, of course, the program to strengthen the capabilities
of the Vietnamese armed forces. This program, though given
new prominence by President Nixon, had originated during the
Johnson administration, which initially set the goal of shifting
responsibitity for the war to the Vietnamese in the spring of
I968. I

under plans formed to meet that objective, the
VNAF was scheduled for a 2-phase expansion that wculd ultimately more than double its previously planned size. In the first
phase, a relatively modest five squadrons were to be added. In
the second, however, it was to gain 16 squadrons, for an end
force of 40.

fl

That the VNAF was not to be modeled strictly
|llnll
in the-image
of the USAF was implicit in the planngd cornplsition of the force, a sizable proportion of which was to consist of
helicopter squadrons. Thus, nine of the 24 squadrons contained
in the Phase I program were to be equipped with helicopters,
while 14 of the 40 programmed in Phase II were to be rotary
wing units. This not only differentiated the VNAF from the USAF
but it also was to generate most of the difficulties experienced by
the Air Staff in supporting the stepped-up VNAF modernization
program, inasmuch as the U. S. Army was sole owner and procurement agent for the UH-lts that were to form the backbone of
the VNAF helicopter force. Two principal problems emerged:
training of the pilots and technicians needed to man the VNAF
helicopter force; and procurement of the UH-lrs--eventually to
number over 500--to equip the new helicopter squadrons.
The UH-l Issue

From the time acceleration of the on-going VNAF
ffi
improvement and modernization was first proposed, it was
apparent that training would be a problem. As early as May
1968 PACAF indicated that this would be the main factor limiting
expansion of the VNAF beyond the curuently approved force of
19 squadrons. 2 Merely to meet regrirements for the Phase I
(This
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program' which added five helicopter squadrons to the existing
four, some 1' 200 new helicopter pilots plus 3,000 supply and
maintenance technicians would have to be trained. This was
above and beyond the training required for the first two uH-l
squadrons, which was to be accomplished in-country by the
U. S. Army Vietnam (USARV). 3

flA1thoughithadbeengenera11yassumgdthattlgp
Army would conduct the rest of the required training at its*ffcilities in the u. s. , existing Army installations were inadequate for
the job and would require major expansion. since the Air Force
Iacked the means to train the uH-l force itself, one possibility
which the Air Staff contemplated in the summer of 1968 was setting
up a vNAF trai4ing complex either within vietnam or at some
offshore island. = Neither the Air Force Advisory Group nor
CINCPAC, however, considered in-country training feasible while
fighting was still going on. Apart from the security problem, incountry training would degrade the vNAFrs combat capability since
experienced vNAF personnel would have to be used as instructors.
Building an offshore facility was not considered practital eit$:r,
because of the time and costs involved.5
The Army, for its part, showed little incrination
#f
for the job and from the outset resisted plans to expand the vNAF
helicopter force. Its opposition initially surfaced in early september 1968, at which time the Army chidf of staff outlined the
impact on the Army of training additional vNAF pilots in the u. s.
He simultaneously questioned the operational effectiveness of the
existing VNAF helicopter force, expressed serious doubts over its
ability to absorb additional helicopter squadrons, and suggested
forming a joint study group to reevaruate VNAF modernization
and expansion plans, In addition, he suggested sending a joint
usAF/u. s. Army survey team to south vietnam to assess the
vNAFrs ability to handle additional helicopter squadrons, to determine the impact of the proposed helicopter training program on
u. s. resources, &rrd to investigate the possibility of canducting
training within South Vietnam. o
I
'
when the Joint chiefs asked cINcPAc if he woutd
nFf
receive such a team, both cINCpAc and MACV rejected the suggestion, recommending, instead, that a conference be held to
resolve the training program. until the size and composition of
the vNAF were firm, however, cINcpAc thought such a conference would be premature. It was therefore deferred pending osD
approval of the Phase I and II force proposals. T

,...J'F
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Meanwhile, in addition to training, a second problem l-ad emerged--procurement of the helicopters needed to finish
equipping the initial UH-l squadrons. To meet activation schedules for the first two units, 1? additional UH-lts were required.S
The Army, however, maintained that meeting programmed delivery
dates'would have a serious impact on the readiness of its own
forces. It therefore strongly opposed all attempts to secure the

fllE

extra aircraft.

9

With the approval of the Phase I proglam in anidOctobFr, the deficit grew from 1? to 60. Since only nine had
been delivered as of that time, and since no further deliveries
were expected until February--after which none were scheduled
at all--MACV attempted to prod the Joint Chiefs into hastening
procurement of the needed aircraft.l0 On learning that more than
90 percent of the Ufi-lts due from production in the next 6 months
were tagged for the U. S. ArA+y in Vietnam, MACV recommended
their diversion to the VNAF.U The Joint Chiefs tabled this recommendation pending results of the training conference' which had
been scheduled for early January 1969.12

1fiil

The magnitude of the training and the equipment
fll
problems had meanwhile mushroomed stil1 further incident to
approval of the 4O-squadron Phase II program. This added four
more UH-l squadrons to the eight already prog"a--&, brinSing
the VNAFTs total helicopter force to 14 squadrons.rr In light of
this development, the Army introduced an intricate plan in which
it proposed to substitute 10 CH-34 squadrons for 10 of the 12
UH-l squadrons, and to equip the remaining two UH-l squadrons
with 25 instead of the programmed 31 aircraft. The Army
maintained that this proposal to provide 180 CH-34rs instead of
262 g11-|s14 would be less costly and would reduce training
requirements.lS MACV, however, completely rejected the plan,
pointing out that the approved l4-squadron helicopter force already
constituted a shortfall in actual lift requirements and that lowering
unit equipment to 25 would further diminish lift capabilities.16

Failing to win support for its substitution proposal,
changed its position to one of qualified support for the
expanded VNAF modernization program, contingent op the deSonstrated capability of the VNAF to perform air mobile operations.
Nevertheless, it continued to argue that substituting CH-34rs
would be an economy measure and that training VNAF pilots in the
required time frame would reduce the output of U. S. pilots, since
Army training facilities were already operating at near capacity. 1n
As the Joint Chiefs had meanwhile ordered the 60 UH-lts diverted,''

Jfl)
the Army
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in late January the Army tendered tentative delivery schedules and
a week later formally outlined delivery procedures and schedules.
It simultaneously invited interested parties to attend a conference in
mid-February to develop plans and identify problems ,that would
impede the efficient support of gp1-1rg.l8
:

At the February conference the Arrnl agreed to
lm
accept responsibility for the procurement, productionl distribution,
and support of all uH-lrs furnished the VNAF. Except for the
first 60' as ,rnany as possible were to be turned over to the vNAF
frorn in-country Army assets. until the M{AF established its own
logistic support system, the Army was to furnish backup maintenance and supply support on a reimbursable basis.' It was also to
provide airframe and component overhaul support ;until the vNAF
developed an adequate capability of its own.l9 A11 Army aircraft
furnished the VNAF were to be paid for by the Air Force--an
arrangement that was to create certain budgetary problems for
Headquarters usAF, since funds for uH-lts had been cut from the
Air Force budget in the expectation that the Army qbuld fulgflsh
them without reimbursement.*

(U) The conference also

approved

a concept for providing

logistical support to the VNAF helicopter force, under which the
Army's 34th General Support Group (GSG) in Vietnam would continue support until the VNAF depot was' eapable of assuming
responsibility on its own. Requisitions, received from VNAF uH-l
units were to be transmitted by the vNAF depot to AFLC, which
xThe original Air Force budget submission for F)I lg?0
included $45.1 million for purchase of 14? uH-l's, plus $82 million
for 70 c-?rs to replace the c-123's whiih the AF was to turn over
to the '-vNAF. In the expectation that thel Army would be required
to provide aircraft to the VNAF without reimbursement, money for
the UH-lts was deleted in the budget cutsi of early 1969. !.unds
for the c-?ts were also cut from ?0 to 53 to match Jhe irumber
of
c-123f s to be given to the VNAF. pursuant to the above agregment, the Air Force submitted an aircraft reprograrnrnigg,e€ation
which included $39. B million to finance l2g UH-r's fo; the VNAF.
The cost of these helicopters was to. be financed frorG redpe#ons
in the F-11 program and in reduced cost estimates for the zD-4A
(formerly ox-l) aircraft. Final congressional approvar of the
usAF reprogramming request to finance acquisition of r2g uH-lts
was received in June 1969. [source: personal summaries (s),
CoI Joe M. Whitfield, Dep Dir Mil Asst & Sa1es, to DCS/Sys &
Log, 14 Mar 69; (S) Brig Gen Harold V. Larson, Dir Mit Asst &
sales, to DCS./sys & Log, 2 May 6g; (c), Gen Larson to DCS/sys
& Log, 20 Jun 69. l
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would forward them to the Air Force
at Warner Robins Air Materiel Area
then return them to the 34th General
either issue the items or establish a

Helicopter SYstems Manager
(WRAMA). The latter would
Support GrouP, which would
a,rllout.2o

5Thesearrangements,a1thoughseemi4g1ysor1,pwhat

unwieldy, were consistent with those being used to support other
VNAF aircraft and were expected to result in a minimal pipeline
for all items included in the Joint stockage List (JsL), whichNhut
would flow from U. S. Army depots at Qui Nhon or Tan Son

totheVNAFdepotatBienHoa.Nolessimportant'whenthe
from the Vietnamese'
Army does withdraw its logistic suppogrt
o'
procedures were
These
minimal changes would be required.
formalized in an interservice support agreement (ISSA) which the
Army Materiel command (AMC) concluded with AFLC in early
May 1969.22

-R"ro"
flShort1ybeforetheagreementwassigned,Army
outlined to Secretary Laird the Armyrs
R.
S""r"iffit"niey
plans for training, equipping, and supporting the VNAF' In presenting them, Secretary Resor took the opportunity to stress -the
impaci on the Army ol supporting the VNAF' Expansion of the
vrqAF had posed siecial problems in the areas of training, logistic
and distribution of assets, he said. Those
support, procuremlnt,
t'reduced
but not eliminated. " The main imp1'ott"-" could be
pact lay in the fact that providing uH-Its to the VNAF would delay
their distribution to u. s. Army commands in Europe and Korea'
forcing them to retain less modern helicopters as first line aircraft. During fiscal year 19?1, about 500 Army helicopters'
more than half of them UH-lrs, would have to be diverted from
their programm"a et-y use to ",rpp&t the VNAF program' By
January 1972, 489 UH-lrs would have been furnished' of which the
Air Force would have paid back 342. Another 141 UH-I's' plus
225 0H-231s, would have to be diverted to training the vNAF.
Secretary Resor concluded, however, that if the Army were authorized a few additional resources, it could fully support the VNAF
training ptogt"-.23

€Inmid-JuneSecretaryLairdapprovedtheArmy
plans, -as well as the additional resources which it sought. He
L*pr""""d concern, however, that the procedures for supporting
rather than
the VNAF helicopter force might prove "cumbersome
t'
He therefore urged that
fully responsive to VNAF requirements.
the Army and Air Force continue to explore ways which would
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improve and accelerate every aspect of the VNAF program. Arthough recognizing that the bulk of the logistic support for the
VNAF helicopter program would ttflow throughtt Army channels, he
would trcontinue to look to the Secretary of itre Air Foree for overall direction of the vNAF improvement and modernization program.tt24
Inasmuch as the Air Force was responsible for
f||1f
VNAF modernization and inasmuch as the Army was providing much
of the helicopter force and its support, Maj. Gen. Andrew w. l-ow,
Air Force Assistant for Logistic planning, was also concerned by
the complicated arrangements for providing logistic support to the
VNAF. He wondered whether the Army, Air borce,
vNaq
logistic systems were compatible enough to "pull this "ira
off in a
timely manner. "25 Col. Dayton R. Taylor, chief of General Lowfs
operations Division, assured him that the vNAF helicopter force,
including its logistic support, was progressing satisfaetorily, and
that the three logistic systems were "sufficiently compatibl; to see
the program through to a successful conclusion. "26

Logistic Deficiencies in the VNAF
The logistic support capabilities of the entire VNAF
had meanwhile received growing attention from the new emphasis
on making the vietnamese self-sufficient. Since primary emphasis
had previously been placed on improving combat capabilities,
logistic support had received relatively 1ittte attention. when
President Nixon decided to begin withdrawing u. s. forces, and
when secretary Laird made it known that ttbalancedtt forces, not
merely combat forces, were to be withdrawn,z? strengthening
vietnamese logistic capabilities suddenly became a primary
objective.

HAIthoughtheVNAFhadmadeconsiderab1estrides
in improving its logistic potential between April lg68, when
Secretary Nitze first announced the goal of making the vietnamese
self-sufficient, and April 1969, when ttvietnam iziie,, the war be-

came the Nixon administrationrs primary objectivel *"to" *"*#
nesses still existed in the vNAF's logistic support capabilities.
b: the supply field, operations were limited by a lack of ability
to compute requirements, by inadequate inventory control and
supply responsiv€ressr and by a shortage of trained personnel.
In the maintenanc€ o.r€€rr VNAF ability to perform IRAN (t:spection and Repair as Necessary) of aircraft and to repair crash
and battle damage needed further expansion. Logistic control
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needed strengthening at each echelon of authority, arrd a more
responsive communications system between logistic activities was
sorely needed. To achieve the most effective use of materiel,
manpower, &rld facilities, management and supervisory skills had
to be improved, as did the systemts ability to respond to priority
requests for aircraft spares and to expedite the requisitioning
process. In short, as of July 1969 the VNAF possesled neitt*r
a total maintenance management capability nor an adequate level
of technical skills to attain and sustain the desired degree of
self-sufficiency.2B

Due in large measure to the help of AFLC'
teams in the summer of 1969' significant
sent
assistance
which
progress was made in the next few months, and by November
both supply
and maintenance capabilities had markedly improved.
The enormous
backlog in the supply receiving section had been
reduced to a normal daily workload. A stock records purification project had been started, and a program to dispose of
excesses was planned. The VNAF ability to manage its logistics
system was also improving. 29

(U) A number of weaknesses nevertheless still rpmained.
i., I
One of the foremost was the lack of an automated
""p"Bility
the VNAF supply depot at Bien Hoa. Although the VNAF supply
account contained more than 100,000 line items, accounting was
accomplished manua1ly, and it failed to provide the responsiveness'
accuracy, &rid managerial data required to sustain modern weapon
systems at peak efficiency. Accordingly, in early October the
Air Force Advisory Group proposed automating the VNAF depot
s/stem. 30 Ir support of that proposal, Seventh Air Force pointed
out that given the published policies regarding expansion of the
Vietnamese armed forces, it could be assumed that the RVNAF
would double in size within 3 years. This would entait an in-,
crease in the range and depth of depot supply items .nlhi"fr' it I
said, would "outstrip the capabilities of the present manual "y"t"*.31
PACAF also supported the need to automate the
VNAF-logistics operation. The existing manual supplv accounting
system was incapable of effectively supporting the buildup of supplies
and equipment related to its programmed expansion and to its ever
increasing follow-on suppon requirements. Moreover, experience
to date indicated that with its current system the VNAF could not
take full advantage of the assets made available by Project 703
actions. PACAF therefore considered the automation proposal not
only feasible but fully justified by the potential savings that could,o
be realized by extending the U-1050-II system to the VNAF depot. "'

flfl
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(uI since the provision of a u-1050 computer--recommended

by the Advisory Group--would require modifying the standard
base supply system to meet the requirements of the VNAF supply
system' the air logistics staff was divided over the merits of the
proposal. whereas the Assistant for Logistic planning and
Director for supply and services questioned the need to automate
the vNAF, the Directorate for Military programming and sales
rbgarded automation as the t'only salvation for the VNAF, t' and
the only remaining issue was to determine the equipmept best.
suited to the VNAF. rr In view of this conflict, Gener#l Golddvorthy,
Deputy chief of staff for systems and Logistics, asked AFLC to
examine in-depth, together with pACAF and the Air Force Advisory
Group, the vNAF depot operation and to develop a specific plan
for AFLC to meet its commitments to the VNAF improvement and
modernization program through phase III. Regarding the automation issue, General Goldsworthy advised that "the availability of
hardware should not be the driving force for automating the vNAF
Depot supply Account, rather, a sound appraisar of the requirement
to improve the VNAF system--whether to automate, and how it
should be done is the first order of business. "34

(u) General Goldsworthy believed, however, that it wab in
the best interest of both the vNAF and usAF to avoid converting
the vNAF depot account to the usAF standard base level system
or the AFLC depot system. such a conversion t'would undoubtedly
prolong our involvement with the VNAF and require usAF people
in Vietnam for an indefinite future. t' He continued:
It would also establish a break from the precedent
that internal country logistics systems are a
nation responsibility. We suggest it is preferable
that the effort concentrate on recommending how
best to improve the VNAF system. We wolrld
therefore avoid expanding the responsibilitiJs of I
the Data Systems Design Center (DSDC) and/or
the Advanced Logistics System Center (ALSC) at
a time when neither has sufiicient capability to
outside the usAF prosrams

;*:;_";:Tuonsibilities

Frt,ur"""ibi1ityofthisproposa1wasstillbeing

investigated in December when the Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force for Installations and Logistics, Mr. phillip whittaker,
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visited SEA. Upon his return, he emphatically concurred in the
need to give the VNAF an automated capability. The present
VNAF method of manually screening Seventh Air Force assets
was unsatisfactoryr &nd as a result items were probably
returned unnecessarily to the CONUS or sent to disposition
activities, he observed. As the VNAF program accelerated, an
automated capability had to be developed, if only to enable the
VNAF to efficiently utilize available U. S. assets. ro
The continued use of manual supply methods was
fr||||)
only one Ector, however, limiting further improvement in the
VNAF logistic system. A problem which Seventh Air Force considered far more serious was the difficulty of recruiting personnel
capable of being trained to perform logistic functions at the required level of skill. In fact, it was Seventh Air Force's view
that the inability of the VNAF to recruit and concurrently train

combat forces and personnel who could be molded into an effective
logistics complex was the primary factor limiting further expansion of VNAF logistic capabilities. 37 This problem, which had
been long-standing, stemmed in large measure from the failure
ofi the Vietnamese Joint General Staff to appreciate the importance
of logistic support and its resultant failure to authorize manpower
for logistic activities.38 To remedy the shortcomings in this
area, Secretary Laird, following the Midway Conference of June
1969 approved U.S. support for an increase of 3,199 personnel in
the VNAF force structure. The bulk of this increase was intended
for manning logistic and base support functions. 39 Nevertheless,
during Secretary Whittakerrs visit to SEA in December, Colonel
Be, head of the Vietnamese Air Logistics Command, indicated
that lack of appreciation for logistic support at the VNAF headquarters level and a consequent lack of emphasis on manning logistic functions, remained his Number One problem.40

9Compoundingitwasaseveres1ippageinthetrain-

ing of Eaintenance personnel, caused, in turn, by lack of students
qualified in the English language. A shortage of language-qualified
students had already disrupted the planned flow of students into
UH-l maintenance training as early as April 1969.41 fhe severity
of the language training problem mounted in the summer' when
only 32 of. 272 students scheduled reported for UH-l maintenance
training, forcing cancellation of eight classes in JuIy pnd August.4z
-I
By November, slippages had reached the point wtrerl tney
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jeopardized the entire future development of the VNA!', which
r
",
depended on training schedules being met.43
Since English language proficiency was the factor
f|fl
pacing the rest of the training program, measures to accelerate
teaching it received major attention at a conference held at
Randolph AFB, Tex., in June 1969. Discussions eentered on the
establishment of an in-country technical training capability, *44
and several actions were taken to improve English ranguage training. Among them, the classroom and housing facilities of the
RVN Armed Forces Language School in Saigon were expanded,
additional language training equipment was provided, and a remedial language training program was established within the U. S.45
By October, a peak enrollment of 4,460 students was reached in
the English language school in vietnam. As of that. time, however,
the school was just beginning to produce students,g.,-f*lieied f4[r
pilot and technician courses in the United States. +o

*II)

As in ttre case of UH-l funds, training funds had
been severely slashed in the budget cuts of early 1969. originally
the budget included $7. B million in constr"uetion funds which were
to be used to build in-country training facilities for the VNAF.
These funds were eliminated altogether in the budget submitted to
the Bureau of the Budget in mid-March 1969. O&M funds earmarked for training the VNAF were simultaneously reduced from
$31. B to $20 million. A11 told, the USAF budget submission for
Phase II of the VNAF I&M program vras cut from $20?.4 million to
$20 million--a staggering amount for a program that was soon to
receive the nationts top defense priority. In view of these cuts,
the Air Staff informed the Air Force Advisory Group in early March
1969 that the in-country portion of the VNAF I&M training program
might have to be deferred to January 1971 rather than starting on
the plarured date of 1 January 1970. This deferral was expected to
increase CONUS training requirements and would also have an
impact on in-country English language training. Tlese funds, or a
portion of them, were evidently restored, as becarile apparfirt from
the fact that a target date of March 1970 was set for beginning incountry technical training at the June training conference.
[Personal Summary (S), Dir/MiI Assistance & Sales to DCS/Sys &
Log, 7 Mar 69, 14 and 28 Mar 69.l
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Secretary of the Air Force Robert C. Seamans' Jr.
advised Secretary Laird, if the problem of producing enough
language-qualified candidates was overcome, he forEsaw no | ,
appreciable training problems that would hinder attdinment of the
currently programmed VNAF force. Considerable progress toward
that goal had already been made. Three A-1 squadrons had
completed their conversion to A-3?ts and were combat ready. The
conversion of four CH-34 squadrons to IIH-lts was proceeding
well, and two squadrons were currently capable of airlift and
command control operations. Turnover of the first two AC-47
squadrons was also complete, giving the vNAF a gunship capability.47 In addition, 82 O-l's had been turned over to VNAF liaison squadrons.

5ButthoughtheprogramwaSadvancingreasonab1y
well tffiid the programmed 40-squadron objective, Secretary
Seamans had serious doubts over the possibility of expanding the
VNAF to the point where it could cope by itself with the threat
posed by the current level of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
forces--a goal set by Secretary Laird the precedinglAugustr'k
The current program, he advised the defense chief,'was irf itself
"ambitious.tt The VNAF would be unable to support additional aircraft beyond those already programmed because of the lack of
skilled technicians and other qualified personnel.
Based on available manpower, the GVN [Government
of Vietnaml is rapidly approaching the upper limits
of its capability to sustain the presently programmed
VNAF force structure. Within the limitations of
manpower availability and long Iead time training
requirements, the effort is proceeding apace; any
attempt to hasten it by introducing more hardware'
unbalancing force structures, or assuming capabilities
that do not yet exist would be unreaustic and counterproductive.4S

Air Force atso believed that the VNAF
improfement and modernization program could not realistically be
t4

Seventh

accelerated beyond 10 percent without compromising the quality-or
'i'See Chapter

III.
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level of training, and, ultimately, the vNAFrs combat capabilities.
The vNAF was neither equipped at that time, nor could it be
the foreseeable future, to cope with the demands involved in in
countering a joint viet cong/North vietnamese threat. Arthough
development of a logistic capability was progressing as rapidiy as
could be expected, in Seventhrs opinion.the goal of seu-suffi"i"rr"y
could not be reached before July 19?2 "by th--e most optimistic
estimates. " Any decision attempting to further accelerate
I&M
program or to draw down on residual usAF forces ,would the
force
acceptance of an unacceptable degree of risk with respect to ultimate
capability to meet the curuent VC/NVA threat. "49
E4DDrDLGtItLDtruI.eLaryWruTIaKeralsoS1ngIedout

logistics and training as the pacing items in the
program. Although the vNAF logistics command"vietiamization,,
was competent
in supporting the current force, between December 196g and
December 1971 the VNAF inventory was scheduled to increase from
415 to 934 aircraft, primarily in the number of uH-lrs--rrone of the
more complex airplanes of their force. rr The VNAF Air Logistics
Command therefore faced the difficult task of doubling its capability
in the next 2 years. As it currently had only 43 percent of its
programmed manpower, this would mean "a mass trailring effort in
the maintenance and suppry skills from a meager ,rrr"ttu"]r'5.0d

FDeputyDefenseSecretaryPackardreachedsomewhat
similar
conclusions during a visit to sEA the same month. It became ttabundantly clear, " he reported, that a serious shortage of
skilled and capable manpower existed. These manpower constraints
had to be recognized in deveroping a revised VNAF force structure.
Above all, care had to be taken not to overload the vietnamese
beyond their basic needs. Attention accordingly had to be focused
on what the VNAF required to perform its miision, rather than on
those functions the Air Force was currently performing that could
be transferred to the VNAF. This, he saii, placed a Ytreal premium'
on supprying the vietnamese with t'simp1e, maintainable' equlpment.
He therefore suggested that the Air Force concentrate on furnishing
types of aircraft and other equipment that offered the 'rbest mix of
capability, maintainability and low manpower requirements, rt and on
finding ways to overcome the long training times created in part by
the need for English language training. 51
several of the points which secretary packard
raised were being sfudied by a special Air staff task g"o.rp formed

-)
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in November 1969 to review the Vietnamization program and recomof reference, this
under its terms
mend further acceleration.
t'
ttCredible
Crusade, was to examine all
task group, designated
functions curyently performed by the Air Force and determine which
could be transf"t""O and which could be discontinued so that USAF
units could be withdrawn. Tn anaLyzing what residual USAF forces
would be needed, ttte group concluded that, due to the delay in
authorizing and maruring VNAF logistic manpower spaces, and in
view of the limited training of VNAg' personnel' the greatest single
requirement would be to provide logistic support to the VNAF'
maintenance' transportation'
inctuaing supply, aircraft and vehicle
t'Considering
the current U. S'
and civil engineering functions.
timetable for vietnalization, " the task group noted' "S i" "*i3matic that a maximum effort must be initiated in the very near
future to provide the required VNAF manpower spaces' and formal
training and realistic OJT [On-the-Job Training] programs -for.
VNAF logistics personnel.tt The group concluded that the Air Force
effort to give the vNAF an in-house capability
should make
"rr"ry
in the areas of supply maintenance, transportation, and base civil
engineering functi#s, "and thus enable the withdrawal of USAF and
contractor personnel without fear of a logistically ineffective VNAF"'52
It was evident, however, that it would take time to
achieve that objective, for giving the VNAF a self-sufficient logistic
capability would have been a formidable undertaking- ry": i" peacetime, let alone under fire. Moreover' if the expanded force structure then being studied in response to secretary Lairdts Phase III
directive was, in fact, approved, the magnitude of the undertakingthe
could be expected to grow- rather than shrink. In the meantime,
air war continued. And though the vNAF was assuming a progressively larger combat role as 1969 drew to a close' all evidence
indicated that it would be some time before the VNAF would be able
that
to carry on alone. By the same token, it was equallytoapparent
remain in
the USAF, especially its logistic forces, would have
support
logistic
then,
Vietnam indefinitely. In the final analysis,
capability'
remained, as always, the key to a sustained combat
,f

while training remained the pacing factor'
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